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We extend our thanks to the FIP Maximaphily Commission Delegates who had the kindness to enrich our 
Worldwide Maximaphily Activity Report and cover the most important activities of their own country 
during the year 2014. Their efforts are very much appreciated.  
The following forty four  (44) countries, participated in the present World Maximaphily Activity Report:  
 
ARMENIA CYPRUS HONG KONG MEXICO SERBIA 
AUSTRALIA CZECH Rep. IRAN  MONTENEGRO SINGAPORE 
AUSTRIA DENMARK &Area ISRAEL NETHERLANDS SLOVAKIA 
BELGIUM ESTONIA ITALY & Area NEW ZEALAND SLOVENIA 
BRAZIL FINLAND KOREA Rep.(South) POLAND SPAIN 
BULGARIA FRANCE LIECHTENSTEIN PORTUGAL SWITZERLAND 
CANADA GERMANY LUXEMBOURG ROMANIA TURKEY 
CHINA GREAT BRITAIN MALAYSIA RUSSIA U.S.A. 
CHINESE TAIPEI GREECE MALTA  VENEZUELA 
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FIP Maximaphily Commission Bureau's Activities throughout the year 2014. 
The Bureau was quite active throughout this period. There was a close cooperation between the Chairman, 
all Bureau Members and in particular with Mrs. Jenny Banfield, Mme A. Boyard (Bureau Member) and 
Mr. N. Rangos (ex Chairman). 
- We kept constantly upgrading our contact info leading to greater facility to communicate.  
- We kept in constant contact with every Delegate either  requesting their National Activity Report or 
sending out official communications, plus sending our annual World Activity Report. 
- We kept updating our own FIP Maximaphily Commission website with the most recent information, 
with emphasis on the Reports, Competitions and Links. 
- We made power point presentations regarding the 'Judging Maximaphily' and 'Recognizing Fake 
Maximum Cards' at FIP, National  level Exhibitions.  
- We have communicated to all our Delegates the new regulations ‘Amendments to the SREV and 
Guidelines on Personalized Stamps and other points’, that were adopted in Jakarta and approved by the 
FIP Board in Rio de Janeiro.  
 
Main EVENTS of 2014  
1st.- Approval by73rd FIP Congress  of the Amendments to the SREV and Guidelines  
On August 12, 2014, the member federations of the 73rd FIP Congress also approved these Amendments 
to the SREV and Guidelines on Personalized Stamps and other points at its Meeting in Seoul, South 
Korea. (These Amendments had first been adopted by all the Delegates attending the FIP Maximaphily 
Commission Conference in Jakarta, on June 22, 2012 and then approved by the FIP Board at its Meeting 
in Rio de Janeiro, on November 23, 2013). 
 
2nd.- Joint Meeting of the FIP Board with the Continental Federations & FIP Commissions, Seoul, 
Aug. 11, 2014. (see photo top right  George Constantourakis and  Jenny Banfield, Secretary). 

 
At this Joint Meeting Chairman George Constantourakis after reporting on the Commission's Activities 
made the following two points: 1st that more Maximaphily exhibits be accepted at FIP exhibitions, and 2nd 
the major point was that in the Jury selection at FIP exhibitions there was at least one accredited 
Maximaphily judge, if possible the team leader. FIP Director Beston pointed out that the difficulty was 
that there were very few Maximaphily exhibits at FIP Exhibitions and that it would not be fair to expect 
the Organisers to invite one judge only for a few exhibits, and there were very few Maximaphily judges 
who had a cross accreditation in another class.  

Our focus at the next Joint Meeting at Singapore 2015 WSE will be on requesting the use of  
"Judging Maximaphily exhibits at FIP Exhibitions will be done by a team leader Judge, with official 
CROSS-accreditation in the Class of Maximaphily". There are a few such cross-accredited Judges and 
we consider their services essential. Our approch is in accordance with the spirit of the stated goal of the 
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upcoming FIP Team Leaders Workshop 2015 at Singapore 2015 WSE e.g. "The purpose of the team 
leaders workshop is to develop the competences of the FIP team leaders in order to constantly improve 
the quality of the work in the jury teams at FIP exhibitions - and thereby ensuring accurate and fair 
judging". 

 
3rd.- "MAXIFRANCE 2014" in Poitiers 1st to 4th of May, 2014  
A multileral exhibition of maximaphily was organized with the patronage of FFAP (Fédération des 
Associations Philatéliques Françaises). This event of National level event with European participation 
will get going once more the European Challenge Trophy.  

The year 2014 will undoubtedly be marked by "Stamps Passion 2014" at Poitiers, 
which saw the simultaneous organization of several philatelic competitions for 
young people and adults, including "MAXIFRANCE 2014" (and the 3rd European 
Challenge). There were over 220 frames of adult Maximaphily Exhibits, coming 
from 9 different countries and 20 frames of Youth Maximaphily Exhibits. In 
addition, there were 50 exceptional frames, in the Court of Honour. There was a 
large number of the public attendance. The 3rd European Challenge Cup was won 

by ITALY. Many friends maximaphiles came to visit us at Poitiers. They came from Andorra, Belgium, 
Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Romania and even  Taiwan and the United States. They also participated in 
the Maximaphily Symposium during which the new rules adopted by the FIP on the use of Personalized 
Stamps (and Collector) were presented.    
 
4th.- ‘MAMER 2014’  Nov. 8-9, 2014,  in Mamer, Luxembourg. The 25th Day of Maximaphily had been 
organized by the local association of ‘MAMER’.  There were  7 Maximaphily Exhibits in Competition 
from Luxemburg, Belgium, Austria, France and Italy. In addition, there were 14 non-competitive  
Maximaphily Exhibits  from Luxembourg, Canada, Romania and Great-Britain.  
 
Maximaphily Exhibits at FIP Exhibitions  
1.- ‘PHILAKOREA 2014 World  Stamp Exhibition  in Seoul, Aug. 7-12, 2014 , there were 4 Maximaphily 
Exhibits, from Chinese Tapei, Cyprus and Luxembourg, which received  2 Vermeil and 2 Silver medals. 
2.- ‘MALAYSIA 2014 World Youth Stamp Exhibition  in Kuala Lumpur, Dec. 1-6, 2014 , there was a 
Youth Maximaphily Exhibit from France, which received a Large Silver medal.  
 
Maximaphily Seminars/Workshops at FIP Exhibitions 
On Aug. 11, 2014, at the PHILAKOREA 2014 World Stamp Exhibition in Seoul, George Constantourakis 
made a short presentation on the Amendments to the SREV and Guidelines on Personalized Stamps and 
other points.  He focused on the SREV article 3.1. The postage stamp.and on the SREV article 3.3. The 
cancellation, 3rd paragraph. Plus on the Guidelines article 3.1. The postage stamp and on the Guidelines  
article 4.3. Knowledge and research / The concordance of place. It was followed by a general discussion 
and an address by Mr. Bernard Beston. Mr. Beston also suggested that now is the time to move on to a 
new topic of presenting 3 concrete examples of a One-Frame Exhibit, ranging from excellent, good to 
poor exhibits to facilitate the understanding of these rules. 
 
National Maximaphily Websites 
We kept updating the list of Maximaphily Websites. These sites are reaching an ever growing number of 
collectors. The most thorough in content website is that of the ‘Maximaphiles Francais’ with a following 
of 400 00 visitors. It was recently redesigned aiming at modernization and simplification. It is easily 
accessible to tablets, smartphones and other mobile devises through the “QRCode”:  
There other many other such sites, in particular sites from certain countries have in depth content e.g. 
Romania, Spain, Italy to name a few. When visiting many of these sites, you can see all the Maximum 
Cards made by those Association and some record digitally their Journals. Certain sites have even 
introduced a translator. 
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Number of Maximum Cards created in 2014 
During 2014, more than  1450 different Maximum Cards were created worldwide by the National 
Maximaphily Associations, local clubs or individuals. Congratulations to the NETHERLANDS for 
gaining the TOP Delegate with 115 Maximum Card creations. In addition, the Postal Services of certain 
countries occasionally produce MC’s. Not all of these are included, or those MC created by unknown 
individuals. Unfortunately availability of this very important information is not obtainable. 
Over 1450 Maximum Cards created in 2014:                    THE NETHERLANDS ON TOP 

COUNTRY MC COUNTRY MC COUNTRY MC COUNTRY MC COUNTRY M
C 

ALAND 19 CYPRUS 19 ISRAEL 29 NETHERLANDS 115 SLOVAKIA 2 
ARMENIA 14 CZECH Rep. 36 ITALY 38 NEW ZEALAND 1 SLOVENIA ? 
AUSTRALIA 14 DENMARK Area 32 KOREA Rep. 18 POLAND 43 SPAIN 47 
AUSTRIA 13 ESTONIA 6 LIECHTENSTEIN 30 PORTUGAL 99 Switzerland 32 
BELGIUM 71 FINLAND 75 LUXEMBOURG 23 ROMANIA 65 TURKEY ? 
BRAZIL 62 FRANCE 88 MALAYSIA 35 RUSSIA 42 UKRAINE ? 
BULGARIA 38 GERMANY 22 MALTA 2 SAN MARINO 6 U.S.A. 80 
CANADA 32 GREAT BRITAIN 81 MEXICO 40 SERBIA 37 VATICAN  29 
CHINESE TAIPEI ? GREECE 44 MONTENEGRO 1 SINGAPORE ?  VENEZUELA ? 

 
The main points of our Strategic Plan for the future of Maximaphily: 
 - To publicise through workshops, articles and CD Rom’s the new regulations adopted in Jakarta and 
approved by the FIP Board in Rio, regarding the specific criteria in using Personalized Stamps to create 
valid Maximum Cards.  

       - To lead a campaign in fighting Fakes and Forgeries in Maximaphily by compiling a data base of 
questionable MC’s and by offering Seminars at many Maximaphily and Philatelic venues. 

       - To further publicize the posting of the World Maximaphily Competition of the three Best Maximum 
Cards in our Commission’s Website and strive to improve the Voting fairness.  
- To encourage National Maximaphily Ass. in the direction of promoting Youth Maximaphily. 
- To request from FIP members countries the appointment of active Delegates to our Maximaphily 
Commission. 

      - To promote the acceptance of all classes at FIP Exhibitions. 
- To promote the Increase of the number of Maximaphily Exhibits being accepted by the organizing 
committees of FIP Exhibitions.  

      - To advocate for at least one cross-accredited Maximaphily Judge (team leader) at FIP Exhibitions.   
- To continue updating and improving our FIP Maximaphily Commission Website: 
http://www.maximaphily.info/  
 
Inclusion of all FIP Classes: 
- Regarding 'FIP Exhibitions and those with FIP Recognition', we wish to see that the: 
a) FIP encourages the inclusion of All Classes and in our case the Class of Maximaphily and  
b) FIP encourages a greater number of Maximaphily Exhibits been accepted by the organizers of those 
FIP Exhibitions.  
- The inclusion of All Classes at FIP Exhibitions is of primary importance for the future of our hobby.  
From this 2014 Report it is obvious that Maximaphily is flourishing in many countries, such as in certain 
far eastern countries , in Brazil and in particular in most European countries. 
  
Judging: 
- My personal approach has been, a soft and a diplomatic approach, simply reporting the facts and making 
clear suggestions, as what is of importance is the end result for the benefit of the Class of Maximaphily. 
On the other hand, I would like to draw your attention to the Report from Cyprus, as Mr. Rangos is 
making some very direct and pointed comments, that need to be taken under consideration. 
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SUMMARIES of 2014 NATIONAL REPORTS (selected countries) 
In most European countries Maximaphily is well rooted, foremost in France, then the Be-Ne-Lux 

countries, Spain & Portugal, Greece & Cyprus, Italy & Switzerland, Poland and in particular in Romania. 
Outside Europe the two countries with the most activities are Brazil and in particular Chinese Taipei. 

Reading this Summary and then all the National Reports we note the major Activities undertaken. We 
also are obliged to draw your attention to certain major Issues raised by certain countries such as France 
and in particular Cyprus and Chinese Taipei. 

 
 
AUSTRALIA 

2014 saw the continued decline in maximaphily interest in the Pacific. One national exhibition was 
held in Australia that permitted maximaphily, with no entries. New Zealand also had one national 
exhibition which permitted maximaphily, and the only two entries were from Australians (myself and the 
past FIP Maximaphily delegate for Australia). I also placed the same exhibit in a local Australian State 
exhibition. The results of the entries reinforce why we maximaphilists don’t like wasting our time on 
maximaphily exhibitions in this part of the world, with both exhibits being judged one to two medal levels 
below their true worth. I actually had one judge send me a written comment which said: “No cards of 
great rarity”. Obviously the judging team (if any were even qualified in maximaphily) had never read the 
French catalogue Cartes-Maximum de France, for if they had, they would have seen scattered throughout 
the exhibit approximately 30 rare edition cards from the 1920s and 1930s listed in this publication. 

Meanwhile, Australia Post continued with its maximaphily publication program in 2014 of issuing 
90%+ of its program with invalid FIP maximum cards. Despite repeated protests over the past 20 years by 
philatelists (myself included), we all now give up. I made 14 creations in 2014, mostly unique, but only 
of eight different stamp issues. It really is too hard in this country to create FIP valid cards. In an attempt 
to stimulate interest in 2014 I started to produce a journal (APMAX Journal), Journal of Asia/Pacific 
Maximaphily. A small supporter base subscribed to this free publication, however the large majority of 
them were not interested in collecting or exhibiting maximaphily. They were predominantly FIP judges 
from other classes, most of whom I have known for a long time, so were happy to support my efforts as an 
act of encouragement. The first two editions were 100% written by myself. By the time I commenced to 
do the third edition, it was obvious I was wasting my time. If there is no contribution base, there is no true 
journal. So I ceased with this endeavour. 

In 2014, I did 10 Introductory Maximaphily presentations to various clubs and groups including youth 
and adult. Unfortunately there is no interest to report out of this activity by those who saw the 
presentations.  
 
 
BELGIUM 

With regard to our Activities in 2014, we have issued approximately 71 maximum cards while 
eliminating the subjects of stamps not falling within the scope of collection or requiring excessive fees or 
been simply been refused a cancellation.  

We can not avoid mentioning the problems with our principal interlocutor, the Post. Pre-sales and 1er 
day cancellations are only rarely in agreement with the subject of the stamp. This brings us to turn to local 
offices that continue to disappear. We have less access to locations which were used for concordant place 
cancellations. Cancellations are not always made with care. The philatelic service disappoints us by its 
lack of openness and co-operation. 

Year after year, we regret the dicrease of membership due either to reaching the age limit, or due to 
the crisis. Few participants participate in provincial exhibitions, with so and so  results. No official 
Maximum Cards were issued by the Post. As said before,every  Maximaphily brings joys, surprises, and 
difficulties.  We continue to work towards an active and efficient Maximaphily in our country.  
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BRAZIL  
Brazil is a county with a long Maximaphily history and very strong Maximaphily Activities. 
During 2014, there were 62 new Maximum Cards created. There were about 10 Articles on 
Maximaphily written in various Philatelic Journals. There was a Maximum Card Catalog e.g. 
"Catálogo Ilustrado de Máximos Postais Emitidos pelos Correios do Brasil (1973-2013)", 478 pages, 
June/2014. There were 146 associates (16 new members joined in 2014) distributed on 16 Brazilian States 
and 9 foreign countries. There were about Maximaphily Exhibits in about 8 Nat. Philatelic Shows.  
 
CANADA 
General Comments:  
During the year 2014, there were about 32 Maximum Cards created on various topics. Maximaphily is 
followed by a limited number of collectors, who on occasion create their own Maximum Cards. Most of 
these are very good Maximum Cards, having either First Day or Temporary Event concordant 
cancellations. Maximum Cards are shown ever more frequently in Topical Exhibits. There is another local 
Maximaphilist who is preparing 2 Maximaphily Exhibits and plans to exhibit them in 2015. We have a 
dealer who creates MC for most of the new Stamp Issues. However he is using self-made poor quality 
postcards, as support cards. We have to try and change this situation, but he is not willing to follow our 
"purist" rules, for cost reasons. He also claims that he is able to easily sell these MC to collectors.  
Exhibitions:  
In 2014, there were 2 Maximaphily Exhibits presented by George Constantourakis at the following 2 
exhibitions: At MAXIFRANCE 2014, National level Maximaphily Exhibition with European participation, 
at Poitiers, France, between May 1st to 4, 2014, 'The History of Maximaphily’ (8 frames), at the Court of 
Honor'. At MAMER 2014, 25e Journee Maximaphile, at Mamer, Luxembourg, on November 8 and 9, 
2014, 'The History of Maximaphily’ (8 frames), at the Court of Honor'.  
Seminars:  
At the PHILAKOREA 2014 WSE in Seoul, S. Korea, on Aug. 11, 2014, Canada's George Constantourakis, 
had a presentation on the Amendments to the SREV and Guidelines on Personalized Stamps and other 
points. He focused on the SREV's article 3.1. The postage stamp; and article 3.3. The cancellation, plus on 
the Guidelines article 3.1. The postage stamp and article 4.3. The concordance of place.  
 
FINLAND 
-The interest of making individual MCs here in Finland is still diminishing, because the Post of Finland 
has moved all first day cancellations to Tampere, an industrial town 180 kilometres north of Helsinki. And 
there is no longer an official Philately-shop in Helsinki where you could make your own MCs. In order to 
get your own MCs, you have to travel to Tampere, because you can not order MCs in advance. It is not so 
very clever to travel some hundred kilometers just for the fun to have your postcards correctly cancelled to 
MCs ! Nevertheless, some individual MCs were still made Maximum Cards, including my own ones. 
-Our Club's own bulletin, the “MaxFil” appeared four times; and our column in the national magazine 
“Filatelisti” appeared seven times last year. There were three national participations in National level 
exhibions and none in International exhibitions. 
The question of Fakes and Forgeries in Maximaphily is quite interesting: the undersigned has 
until today found one Fake: a magazine photo was stuck with glue on a cardboard and then 
cancelled ! I have also found one Forgery : the postcard was printed in 1972; but the stamp from 
1941 was cancelled with the stamps First Day`s cancellation ! 
 
FRANCE  
Maximum card carrying out: - In 2014, the Service of new issues of the association “Les Maximaphiles 
Français” carried out 88 different Maximum Cards.  
- It has to be said that in spite of more and more difficulties to obtain postcards and right cancellations the 
association “Les Maximaphiles Français” is working with a will for a maximaphily at a high level of 
quality. It requires travels throughout France to obtain concordant cancellations.   
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- Foreign new issues: Correspondences with foreign friends in maximaphily are continuing and make 
possible very profitable exchanges at the international level.  
Communication: - The Internet site www.Maximaphiles-Francais.org is more and more visited (350 000 
visitors). It is still establishing the links to the various sites dedicated to maximaphily and philately. 
 Les“Maximaphiles Français”: it’s where, when and how you want! It is easily accessible to tablets, 
smartphones and other mobile phones through the "QRCode" and continues through social networks. 
- The quarterly Journal of the association “Les Maximaphiles Français”, is still distributed to all the 
members, to the F.F.A.P. , to the members of the F.I.P.  Maximaphily Commission  and to the members of 
the management committee of the F.I.P.  
- In line with the previous years maximaphily was very present in the French Philatelic Press, and in the 
magazines of philatelic associations. 
Youth: During the year 2014 our Association has strengthened its action in the direction of Youth thanks 
to partnerships with associations belonging to the “FFAP” (22 associations and 46 young people). Youth 
maximaphily workshops have been implemented in number of exhibitions using the game “MaxiJeu”. 
Training of jury members: The training of a maximaphily jury member (National level) was in progress 
for year 2014 and another one is planned for 2015 
Exhibitions in France: The association “Les Maximaphiles Français” is still very active and participates 
by loan of collections, conferences, or jury participation, in many exhibitions competitive or not. In 
particular: Ile-de-France regional Congress, Day of the stamp in many places in France. 
"MAXIFRANCE 2014" in Poitiers 1st to 4th of May: The year 2014 was undoubtedly marked by "Stamps 
Passion 2014" at Poitiers, which saw the simultaneous organization of several philatelic competitions for 
young people and adults, including "MAXIFRANCE 2014" (and the 3rd European Challenge). There were 
over 220 frames of adult Maximaphily Exhibits, coming from 9 different countries and 20 frames of 
Youth Maximaphily Exhibits. In addition, there were 50 exceptional frames, in the Court of Honour. 
There was a large number of the public attendance. The 3rd European Challenge Cup was won by ITALY.  
 
GREAT BRITAIN 

As in previous years, the extent of Maximaphily activity in the United Kingdom is unknown. Nobody 
knows how many Maximum Card collectors, or how many creators, among UK philatelists and stamp 
collectors. Similarly, nobody knows how many collectors in other parts of the world produce maximum 
cards using UK stamps. I know that there are some in the USA, Hong Kong, PR China, Taiwan, Belgium, 
France,Spain etc, but I am sure I do not know all of them. I am discussing with the Association of British 
Philatelic Societies (ABPS) what to do and how to do it, regarding development and increased awareness 
of Maximaphily in the UK.  

At least 81 different Maximum Cards were created in 2014 using UK stamps.  
Following my success at the 2012 Best Maximum Card World Competition, I was invited by the British 
Thematic Association to provide an 16-sheet exhibit at London's Spring Stampex in February 2014. The 
exhibit was well received and will enable the BTA to use it in their members' educational programme. 

Following an invitation to exhibit at 25th Day of Maximaphily in Luxembourg (Mamer), I sent the 
same exhibit as a pdf file and receivedthanks from the organisers. But while this shows that there is some 
activity here, it has done nothing to raise the profile of maximaphily within the UK. 

I continue to show British Maximum Cards on the internet stamp forums 'Stampboards' (Australia), 
and 'Delphi Stamp Collecting Forum' (USA).  
 
LUXEMBOURG 
- The 25th Day of Maximaphily had been organized by the local association of ‘MAMER’ with exhibits 

from local association of Mamer, with exhibits from Luxemburg, Belgium, Austria, France and Italy in 
competition and 12 exhibits from Luxembourg, Canada, Romania and Great-Britain out of competition.  

- President Jos Wolff  held conferences in different associations on the topics of : ‘The Elements of a 
Maximum Card’ and ‘The Evaluation of Exhibits’. He also published articles on the new maximum 
cards of the Commission in all newspapers, before every issue. 

http://www.maximaphiles-francais.org/
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-  In 2013 the Commission issued 23 maximum cards. 
 
MALAYSIA 

More collectors were attracted to the hobby of realising Maximum Cards. One of the major problems 
faced by most of the collectors in Malaysia is the availability of postcards, most of the postcard printers 
ceased operation following lack of demand of the cards during the recent years. Thanks to postcrossing ( 
the international postcard exchange circuits) which allows a postcrosser to swap postcards with his foreign 
partners, and this enriches the postcard collection of the individual. I noted several Malaysian postcrossers 
are actively indulging in the realisation of Maximum Cards, as they are able to obtain thematic postcards 
from the foreign friends.  

As usual, some of the issued stamps in the year could be realised as maximum cards with relevant 
postcards, estimated some 35 maximum cards were realised for the year.  

No Maximaphily Exhibit was put up by a Malaysian collector in the year 2014, however, one serious 
maximaphily exhibit is in the midst of preparation, hopefully, in the next one or two years, it is able to be 
exhibited in a National or Regional Show. An article on the subject of maximaphily is allocated in the 
Malaysian Philatelist Journal which is published twice a year.  

A Malaysian Maximaphily Facebook Group Page is planned to be launched early 2015. Hopefully, 
with this platform, the hobby will be easily promoted to all corners of the country and worldwide. 
 
NETHERLANDS 
-The Dutch Association “Pro Juventute and Maximaphily”, is a member of the Royal Netherlands Fed. of 
Phil. Societies and had 129 members in 2014; 
published its quarterly magazine “Bulletin” with respectively 28, 24, 36 and 28 pages A4 in full colour, 
edition: 150 copies); created 115 maximum cards in its News service. It organized two well visited 
general meetings in spring and autumn, including the traditional members' auction. 
-Three of its members were invited to exhibit in May in Poitiers where the French Association for 
Maximaphily held again the EuroMax, the European competition between country teams. Vic Henken 
(Rise and fall of Communism in Europe;, Ronald van der Leeden (The Netherlands, worthwhile visiting); 
and Edward Froon (Sculpture, from Prehistory till the present day) participated with good results. Edward 
Froon won (individually) the great prize. The country itself ranked 4th after Italy, Spain and Romania. 
-The Dutch philatelic magazine, “Filatelie” close connected with the Federation (edition 27.500 copies to 
Dutch stamp collectors) pays every month attention to maximaphily with relevant and interesting news in 
the field of national and international maximaphily. 
-We are quite fortunate to announce , that we just launched our own web-site (link: kindmax.nl ), so you 
can see on line what we are doing in the Netherlands with Maximaphily.  
 
ROMANIA 

In 2014, Maximaphilie of Romania finds itself on an ascending line, over the previous year. The major 
event that facilitated the concerns of the Romanian Maximaphiles was the participation at the European 
Championship of Maximaphilie, MAXIFRANCE 2014 held in Poitiers-France, by the "Maximaphiles 
Francais".  

Participation in International Exhibitions: the International exhibition MAXIFRANCE 2014 was one of 
the largest philatelic exhibitions of Europe in recent decades. Romanian maximaphiles participated with 
five (5)collections: one in the "Class of Honor" which won a special prize, then three collections won a 
Vermeil medal and the fifth, in the Youth class, won a Silver medal. 
- "MAMER 2014", Maximaphilie Exhibition, organised by the philatelic circle of Mamer - Luxembourg 
in Nov. 2014. The exhibition was non-competitive. Several European countries have participated, each 
with a single collection. Romania participated with a one collection. 

Participation in the National Exhibitions: In our country, there were five (5) Philatelic Exhibitions 
organized, including two National. In these exhibitions participated 17 maximaphiles, including five 
youths, who have submitted 20 collections of maximaphilie. For the results achieved during the 
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exhibitions and in general, for his fruitful activity in the maximaphilie, Mr. Leon Iancovici has been 
declared "the maximaphile of the year 2014" of Romania. 

The year 2014 was the year of the first collections. The turn around that occurred last year in the 
Romanian Maximaphily took as a natural consequence, having new participations next to high level ones. 
We recorded 9 new collections of maximaphily, one of which won the Gold medal and another who got 
the Grand Vermeil at a National Exhibition. 

"Romfilatelia", produced last year, 36 series of postage stamps. Only four of them were used to achieve 
CM, totaling 7 different Maximum Cards. Some associations have created 58 Maximum Cards 
corresponding to the directives and guidelines of the principles Guidelines and GREV. In 2014 have been 
published 8 articles and 26 MC presentations in magazines: the "Philatelic Courier", published in Sibiu, 
"philatelica.ro", published in Bucharest, to international destination, with articles written in foreign 
languages and in the local press of Bacău.  

On the blog of the Romanian Maximaphily Society of "Dr.. Valeriu Neaga" 
(http://srmdvn.blogspot.ro) managed by Mihai Ceucă were published 108 blogs focused on the Romanian 
Maximaphiles and on European events. During 2014 have been registered about 42,000 page views. Also 
on the blog (http://rememberneaga.blogspot.ro) there are the testimonies of 17 of its employees and 35 
articles written by Dr. Valeriu Neaga or upon him, in various publications in the country and abroad. 
Visited by more than 9,000 times, the blog is already a true monograph and the beginning of an 
encyclopaedia of the Romanian Maximaphiles. We note the involvement of Mr. Mihai Ceucă to 
programming from the television-local Bacau and Mr Coriolan Chiriches to the local television of 
Botosani, emissions mainly presenting issues of interest for the national and international maximaphily. 
 
SPAIN 

The Spanish Maximaphily Commission continues to seek support for a Maximaphily Class  in regional, 
national and FIP to FESOFI (Spanish Philatelic Federation ). We have spent several years asking 
FESOFI to forward our request to the post office that First Day postmark s take place at the town related 
to the reason the postmark. All our requests have been well received. Many philatelic societies have 
shown us their support. This year after the intervention of our Federation’s  president Miguel Ángel 
García Fernández, the Correos (the Post) has issued some First Day postmark s  related with the city for 
that postmark; so the Spanish philatelists are in luck.  

Earlier this year the Post issued fourteen presentations all postmarked with a date and one without a 
place name, when we learned of these postmarks we informed FESOFI commenting that our Maximaphily 
Regulations do not contemplate the creation of Maximum Cards with a cancellation having only the date 
but missing the city (place name). The rapid mediation of our federation president made Correos present a 
solution within 48 hours. We appreciate this mediation D. Miguel Angel Garcia  and rapid reaction our 
Nat. Philatelic Service. We expect to see its fruits  with in a larger number of realizations of Maximum 
Cards, that will be improving our collections. 

The request to have newly issued stamps available for sale at all major Post Offices has paid off this 
year. This comes after a difficult start earlier in the year, in which the stamps were not for sale, because 
they were issued with a new tariff – that would enter in force half year later – and it had been very 
difficult to get them. Our federation sent the list of Post Offices where these stamps should be available 
for sale. This was implemented and members of this committee had tracked this development and have 
been able to get new stamp releases.  

This commission adds to the request (together with all federated philatelic societies and philately in 
general) that Correos emits less postage stamps with high rates and more for the  to 20 and 50 grams rate. 

The Post has improved the publication of the potmarks on their website, which is done at the 
beginning of the month preceding issue. We greatly appreciate this because it facilitates finding the 
appropriate image for the support postcards. We kept asking to be below the posting of pictures postmark 
to facilitate our work when drawing maximum cards, do not understand the post with a month late to use, 
could post the same day of use, we again ask the intervention of our federation in this topic 

http://rememberneaga.blogspot.ro/
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Of all these exhibitions I have to emphasize EXPOMAX'2014 Exhibition Intersocial Maximaphily 
ASEMA 29th Anniversary. ASEMA organized in collaboration with the Philatelic Association Chiclanera 
"ODA". They included 27 collections Maximaphily two of them juveniles. This exhibition although it was 
not competitive, had a jury of experts who drafted tips to improve collections. This experience was very 
positive and welcomed by exhibitors were able to exchange views with members of the jury during the 
exhibition. 

This commission together with ASEMA performed 5 Maximaphily Seminars three named "Talk 
Maximaphily" in order to properly interpret the Maximaphily Regulations. Juan Antonio Casas Pajares 
takes questions on the main points of the existing Regulations and presents examples, attendees could 
participate in the seminar. 
We ended the cycle of seminars by a presentation using Maximum Cards of the topic "Paris through the 
maximum cards" a tour of the "City of Light" and the existing Regulations Maximaphily. Changes from 
the previous regulations were discussed.  

 Various collectors have consulted me concerning different postmark thePost has granted various ships 
of the Spanish Navy. These stamps are for correspondence of ships and have no town(place cancel), but 
are named after the ship. My response is limited to the regulations in force where it is said that the stamp 
must be dated and name of the town post office, so this philatelic piece can not be considered a high card. 
In my answer I request that the FIP Commission Maximaphily consider this case as exceptional and can 
be included in a future these Regulations postmark Maximaphily. As president of the Spanish Commission 
beg you this case study and a determination to inform collectors. 
 
SWITZERLAND 

The Association's activity resided in looking for postcards, as well as pre-existing documents 
compatable with the philatelic themes proposed by the Swiss Post. This allowed the creation of 32 
Maximum Cards including several dealing with topics such as renewable energy, protection of nature, the 
Swiss air force or the integration of persons with disabilities.  

With regard to information we sent the 27th Annual Bulletin chronicling the activities of the 
Association in 2013, to about 50 of the Philatelic Clubs. In addition, in collaboration with another Member 
of the Association, Mr. Guillaume Boucher, we continued to publish quarterly an article dealing with 
Maximaphily and the activities of ' AMS in Bulletin "Rhône Philately" of the agreement philatelic Valais - 
top-Leman. Finally, at the request of a local philatelic club, we bring our participation to the information 
given in the Section "Juniors", by small items devoted to the maximaphilie and published in the bulletin of 
said club. Through the year 2014 the AMS was represented in (competitive or not) Exhibitions in 
Switzerland and France. 
 
UNITED STATES 
- In 2014 MACSU the North American Maximum Card Study Unity (MACSU) published one issue of its 
journal, the North American Maximaphily Journal. During 2014, MACSU continued to make 
improvements on its website, adding access to the MACSU journal. This website can be accessed at 
www.macsu.org . The site offers members the opportunity to share scans of their favorite maximum cards, 
download copies of recent MACSU Journals, and provides links to similar websites.  
- All maximum cards realized in the United States are collector-made, as MACSU does not produce 
maximum  cards, nor has the United States Postal Service produced cards in decades. Most 
maximaphilists in the United States realize only a small number of USA cards for their personal collection 
and maybe a few duplicates for trade or selling on the internet. A little over 80 different USA 2014 stamps 
were used in the realization of maximum cards in 2014. Most of these maximum cards were made in very 
limited numbers. A few collectors also are active in realizing non-USA cards.  
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MAXIMAPHILY ACTIVITY REPORT PER COUNTRY 
 An English version is also included for those National Reports that were submitted in French, Spanish or 
German, thus every single National Report can be read in English. 
 
1. ARMENIA (Sedrak Nersesyan ) 
In 2014, there was a total of 14 Maximum Cards in Armenia with Europe, Fauna and Famous people 
issues. There were 11 Maximum Cards made by our Association, 3 Maximum Cards made by individuals. 
There were organized lectures and seminars relating to the development of Maximaphily in UPA. We 
have participated to the Best Maximum Card of the World competition with a Monastery of 
Ghazanchetsots  and we plan to participate in the 2014 Best Maximum Card Competition. 

 
2. AUSTRALIA  (Daryl Kibble)  
EXHIBITING: 2014 saw the continued decline in maximaphily interest in the Pacific.  One national 
exhibition was held in Australia that permitted maximaphily, with no entries.  This typifies the interest in 
maximaphily in Australia (and New Zealand). New Zealand also had one national exhibition which 
permitted maximaphily, and the only two entries were from Australians (myself and the past FIP 
Maximaphily delegate for Australia).  I also placed the same exhibit in a local Australian State exhibition.  
The results of the entries reinforce why we maximaphilists don’t like wasting our time on maximaphily 
exhibitions in this part of the world, with both exhibits being judged one to two medal levels below their 
true worth.  I actually had one judge send me a written comment which said: “No cards of great rarity”.  
Obviously the judging team (if any were even qualified in maximaphily) had never read the French 
catalogue Cartes-Maximum de France, for if they had, they would have seen scattered throughout the 
exhibit approximately 30 rare edition cards from the 1920s and 1930s listed in this publication (amongst 
many other personal unique creations from France all on vintage postcards).  
MAXIMUM CARD REALIZATIONS: 

Meanwhile, Australia Post continued with its maximaphily publication program in 2014 of issuing 
90%+ of its program with invalid FIP maximum cards.  Despite repeated protests over the past 20 years by 
philatelists (myself included), we all now give up.  Money and profit is more important than promotion of 
the hobby.  I made 14 creations in 2014, mostly unique, but only of eight different stamp issues.  It really 
is too hard in this country to create FIP valid cards due to a whole host of reasons that would take another 
four pages to explain. 
GENERAL COMMENTS: 

The lack of interest in maximaphily in Pacific countries stem from issues such as the above.  It has 
worsened with time given the current wider philatelic exhibitor base is aging.  Given no real conversion of 
this exhibitor base was achieved in the past 20 years, it is now too late to change a leopard’s spots at the 
last hour of their philatelic exhibiting life.  Exhibitors prefer to devote their time in other classes. In an 
attempt to stimulate interest in 2014 I started to produce a APMAX Journal (Journal of Asia/Pacific 
Maximaphily).  A small supporter base subscribed to this free publication, however the large majority of 
them were not interested in collecting or exhibiting maximaphily.  They were predominantly FIP judges 
from other classes, most of whom I have known for a long time, so were happy to support my efforts as an 
act of encouragement.  As the free subscription required registration, it became apparent who in the world 
of maximaphily was not as encouraging, by ignoring the journal.  The first two editions were 100% 
written by myself, with one Greek maximaphilist providing me with some Greek/Australia joint issues to 
illustrate in one edition.  By the time I commenced to do the third edition, it was obvious I was wasting 
my time.  If there is no contribution base, there is no true journal.  So I ceased with this endeavour. 
PRESENTATIONS: 

In 2014, I did 10 Introductory Maximaphily presentations to various clubs and groups including 
youth and adult.  Unfortunately there is no interest to report out of this activity by those who saw the 
presentations.  I continue to be the Australian FIP delegate for maximaphily only because no one else 
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wants the position.   For the sake of having some minor representation for Australia (even if only to enter 
the World Challenge), I will continue to hold this post until I am told I am no longer required! 

 
 

3. AUSTRIA (Peter RIEDL)  
In Austria we are only few collectors for Maximum Cards. Only one of them, Peter Riedl, displayed 

his Exhibits in the following Competitions. He showed in Gmunden (AT), Portiers (FR), Haldersleben 
(DE), Mamer (LUX) and Debrecen (HU) with good success for themselves and for advertising our hobby. 

In 2014, there were 13 Maximum Cards realized by Individual Maximaphilists not only fromAustria, 
but also from Italy and Spain. These MC’s cover the following topics: Crossing the Alps-Fussach Courier 
2 MC; Personalities (Charlie Chaplin, Udo Jurgen,Eric Pleskow) 3MC; Romy Gala awards 1 MC; 
Traditional Costumes  1 MC; Margarita Teresa by Velasquez 1MC; Photodesign 1MC; Graphic Design 
1MC; Contemporary Art 1MC: Youth Art 1 MC; Christmas Madonna statue 1 MC. 

 
 
4. BELGIUM (Gaston Lefèbvre ) French version 

Pour ce qui est de notre activité, nous avons émis environ  71 cartes maximum tout en éliminant  les 
sujets de timbres n’entrant pas dans le cadre de collection ou encore exigeant la perception de droits 
excessifs ou essuyant un refus pure et simple.    
     Année après année, nous devons déplorerr l’abandon de membres atteint  par la limite d’âge, la maladie 
mais aussi par la crise.    

On ne parle pas de bilan sans évoquer notre principal interlocuteur, la Poste.    Les préventes et 
oblitérations 1er jour ne sont que rarement  en concordance avec le sujet du timbre.    Cela nous amène à 
nous tourner vers les bureaux locaux qui continuent à disparaitre.   Le service philatélique nous déçoit par 
son manque d'ouverture et de rigueur. 

Peu participants (à compter sur les doigts d’une main) aux expositions provinciales, avec des résultats 
en dent de scie. 

Aucun projet d’émission  de cartes maximum émise par la Poste .   
Comme dit auparavant une année de maximaphilie  apporte son lot de surprises, de peines et de joies.    
Nous continuons à œuvrer pour une maximaphilie active et efficace dans notre pays.  

Nos membres actifs sont trop peu nombreux pour assurer un avenir serein, si un rouage de 
l'organisation devait se rompre, nous serions dans les pires difficultés 
 
BELGIUM  English version 

With regard to our Activities in 2014, we have issued approximately 71 maximum cards while 
eliminating the subjects of stamps not falling within the scope of collection or requiring excessive fees or 
been simply been refused a cancellation.  

We can not avoid mentioning the problems with our principal interlocutor, the Post. Pre-sales and 1er 
day cancellations are only rarely in agreement with the subject of the stamp. This brings us to turn to local 
offices that continue to disappear. We have less access to locations which were used for concordant place 
cancellations. Cancellations are not always made with care. The philatelic service disappoints us by its 
lack of openness and co-operation. 

Year after year, we regret the dicrease of membership due either to reaching the age limit, or due to 
the crisis. Few participants (to be counted on the fingers of one hand) participate in provincial exhibitions, 
with so and so  results. No official Maximum Cards were issued by the Post.  

As said before,every  Maximaphily brings joys, surprises, and difficulties.  We continue to work 
towards an active and efficient Maximaphily in our country.  
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5. BRAZIL (Agnaldo de Souza Gabriel)  
Maximum Cards:  - 62 new different Maximum Cards were created wiht Brazilian stamps issued in 2014 
(1 personalized stamp and 61 comemorative stamps); - using 62 out of the 79 (13 personalized and 66 
comemorative) Brazilian stamps issued in 2014; - 20 new different MC’s issued by the Brazilian Mail 
(Correios); all are according to the FIP Maximaphily rules. 
Articles on Maximaphily: 
- "Fauna, Flora e Maximafilia", in the newsletter Filacap # 180, February/2014; 
- "As cidades sedes da Copa de 2014", in the SPP Newsletter # 219, April/2014; 
- "O Descobrimento do Brasil: uma nova visão", in the newsletter Filacap # 181, May/2014; 
- "Máximos postais com selos ordinários", in the "A Filatelia Brasileira" Magazine # 21, June/2014; 
- "São José de Anchieta", in the newsletter Filacap # 182, August/2014; 
- "Os Papas e o Brasil", in the SPP Newsletter # 220, August/2014; 
- "O melhor máximo postal brasileiro de 2013", in the newsletter Filacap # 183, November/2014; 
- "A importância do carimbo em um máximo postal", in the FEBRAF e-newsletter # 2, Dezember/2014; 
- "Aleijadinho e o Barroco Mineiro", in the SPP Newsletter # 221, Dezember/2014. 
Books: - "Catálogo Ilustrado de Máximos Postais Emitidos pelos Correios do Brasil (1973-2013)", 478 
pages, June/2014. http://www.febraf.net.br/febraf.php?l=0&m=45 
Activities: Brazilian Maximaphily Club: 
- 146 associates (16 new members joined in 2014) distributed on 16 Brazilian States (AL, BA, CE, DF, 
ES, GO, MG, PB, PE, PR, RJ, RN, RO, RS, SC e SP) and 9 countrys (South Africa, United States, 
Mexico, France, Israel, Portugal, Romania, Nicaragua and Taiwan); 
- The best 2013 Brazilian MC contest; 
- Participation on the world’s FIP best MC contest; 
- 1073 members correspondences exchanged in 2014. 
Exhibitions: Competitive shows:  
- One Frame National Expo - Bandeirantes 2014, São Paulo/SP, November/2014, "As Tradições 
Natalinas: o Presépio e a Véspera de Natal" (71 pts). 
Non Competitive shows: 
- Philatelic Exhibition Lorena 2014 - One Frame Expo, Lorena/SP, June/2014, "As Tradições Natalinas: o 
Presépio e a Véspera de Natal"; 
- Expo 50 Years of Loja Maçônica Sublime Universo, Americana/SP, June/2014, "Aves Brasileiras"; 
- Philatelic Exhibition Expofinter 2014, Araraquara/SP, August/2014, "Biografias da Fé Cristã", "O 
Início, o Fim e o Meio: Uma Homenagem a Raul Seixas" & "Heróis Nacionais"; 
- Philatelic Exhibition 118 Years of Bauru, Bauru/SP, August/2014, "Meu Brasil é o Máximo"; 
- Philatelic Exhibition VI Expo SPP 2014, São Paulo/SP, August/2014, "As Tradições Natalinas: o 
Presépio e a Véspera de Natal"; 
- 21th Philatelic and Numismatic Exhibition of Santos - Sanpex 2014, Santos/SP, October/2014, "Brasília 
na Visão de Oscar Niemeyer"; 
- Student Technology Philatelic Exhibition, Americana/SP, October/2014, "O Início, o Fim e o Meio: 
Uma Homenagem a Raul Seixas". 
 
 
6. BULGARIA  (Sergei Magdichev) 
GENERAL COMMENTS/MAXIMUM CARD REALIZATIONS 
-In 2014 our Maximaphily Association had 33 members.  
- In 2014, Bulgaria issued 38 Maximum Cards.  
In 2014 was held an International Philatelic Exhibition in Vidin, Bulgaria “Balkanfila 2014”(05-07. 04. 
2014). One Maximaphily Exhibitor received a Silver medal. In 2014, was held an International level 
Philatelic Exhibition in Plovid, Bulgaria "BULGARIA – PORTUGAL 2014" ”(24-26. 11. 2014).. One 
Maximaphily Exhibitor received a Silver medal.  In 2014, was held a World Philatelic Exhibition in Seoul, 

http://www.febraf.net.br/febraf.php?l=0&m=45
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South Korea lovid, Bulgaria "PHILAKOREA 2014" ”(07-13. 08. 2014). One Bulgarian Maximaphily 
Exhibitor received a Silver medal.   
-Bulgaria has participated in the last year’s Best Maximum Card World Competition. 
 
 
7. CANADA (George Constantourakis) 
GENERAL COMMENTS: In Canada, Maximaphily is followed by a limited number of collectors, who 
on occasion create their own Maximum Cards. Most of these are very good Maximum Cards, having 
either First Day or Temporary Event concordant cancellations. Maximum Cards are shown ever more 
frequently in Topical Exhibits and a few individual intend to prepare a Maximum Cards Exhibit for 2015. 
We have a dealer who creates MC for most of the new Stamp Issues. However he is using self-made poor 
quality postcards, as support cards. We have to try and change this situation, but he is not willing to follow 
our "purist" rules, for cost reasons. He also claims that he is able to easily sell these MC to collectors.  
MAXIMUM CARDS CREATED IN 2014: During the year 2014, there were about 32 Maximum Cards 
created (including ‘variantes’) on the following topics: Chinese Lunar Year of the Horse(3 different MC) , 
Baby Animals (Puffin, Mountain Goat, Wapiti/Elk); National Parks (Migusha QC, Nahani NWT, Jogging 
Fossil Cliffs NS, Gros Morne NF); Comedians (Jim Carrey,Martin Short, Mike Myers, Olivier Guimond, 
Catherine O'Hara); Recording Artists (K. D. Lang, Tommy Hunter, Shania Twain, Renee Martel, Hank 
Snow); Photographers (Michael Lambeth, C.D. Hoy, Edward Burtynsky, Louis Vallee, Lynn Cohen); 
NHL- Defencemen of Original Six Hockey teams: (Tim Horton of Toronto Maple Leafs, Doug Harvey of 
Montreal Canadiens, Harry Howell of New York Rangers); Footballer (Russ Jackson); Human Rights 
Museum; RMS Empress of Ireland, 100th Ann.of her Sinking (2 different MC). 
EXHIBITIONS: In 2014, there were 2 Maximaphily Exhibits presented by George Constantourakis at the 
following 2 exhibitions: At MAXIFRANCE 2014, National level Maximaphily Exhibition with European 
participation, at Poitiers, France, between May 1st to 4, 2014, 'The History of Maximaphily’ (8 frames), at 
the Court of Honor'. At MAMER 2014, 25e Journee Maximaphile, at Mamer, Luxembourg, on November 
8 and 9, 2014, 'The History of Maximaphily’ (8 frames), at the Court of Honor'. There is another 
Maximaphilist  who is currently preparing 2 Maximaphily Exhibits and plans to exhibit them in 2015. 
SEMINARS: At the PHILAKOREA 2014 World Stamp Exhibition in Seoul, S. Korea, on Aug. 11, 2014, 
Canada's George Constantourakis, had a presentation on the Amendments to the SREV and Guidelines 
on Personalized Stamps and other points. (Aproved by the FIP Board on Nov. 23, 2013 in Rio de Janeiro 
and then on Aug. 12, 2014 by the 73rd FIP Congress, in Seoul, S. Korea). He focused on the SREV's 
article 3.1. The postage stamp; and article 3.3. The cancellation, plus on the Guidelines article 3.1. The 
postage stamp and article 4.3. The concordance of place.  
 
 
8. CHINA (Li  Hong) 

In May 23-25, 2014,  at the  CHANGSHA 2014 – 16th All China National Stamp Exhibition (National 
level), there were 10 standard Maximaphily Class Exhibits and  13 One-Frame Exhibits. From the 
standard Exhibits  5 of them won a Vermeil medal, 1 won a Large Silver , 3 won a Silver and 1 won a 
Silver Bronze medal. From the 13 One-Frame Exhibits  3  of them won a Vermeil medal, 5 won a Silver 
and 5 won a Bronze medal 

 
 
9. CHINESE TAIPEI (Holin CHEN/Chih-ping  CHU) 
1. Any social society established in Taiwan is governed by the Home Ministry Society Acts, without 
exception Chinese Taipei Maximaphily Association being a National body is registered under the Home 
Ministry Society Act. Governed by the regulations, the society holds an annual general meeting and a tri-
monthly executive committees meeting. The society with the active contribution of its members is able to 
publish a monthly bulletin of “Maximaphily News” (Fig.1) and a tri-monthly journal of “Chinese Taipei 
Maximaphily” (Fig.2) with original maximaphily related articles and maximum card color images. The 
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effort in the production of bulletin and journal solely dedicated to Maximaphily is one major activity of 
the society which is unprecedented locally or perhaps abroad. Since its establishment in 1998, Chinese 
Taipei Maximaphily Association has been very active in the promotion of the hobby regionally and 
internationally. 
 

 
       

(Fig.1)                                      (Fig.2)                                          (Fig.3) 
 
2. In May 2014, Mr. Chih-Ping Chu attended in Poitiers France, the multileral Maximaphily Exhibition 
MAXIFRANCE 2014, National level  with European participation. Many other important maximaphilsts 
also came to Poitiers from Andorra, Belgium, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Romania and the United 
States. They also participated in the Maximaphily Symposium during which the new rules adopted by the 
FIP on the use of Personalized Stamps (and Collector) were presented.      
Mr. Chih-Ping Chu’s  Maximaphily Exhibit the “Hats” was presented  in the  ‘Court of Honour. This 
was one  among 7 other invited exhibits in the Court of Honour'.  Mr. Chih-Ping Chu was very warmly 
received(see photos Fig. 3 and below). 
 

 
 

3.  ‘PHILAKOREA 2014 World  Stamp Exhibition  in Seoul, Aug. 7-12, 2014 , there were 2 Maximaphily 
Exhibits, from Chinese Tapei. One the “Hats” by . Chih-Ping Chu and the other was the” Ocean” by Holin 
Chen they  each received a Silver medal with 73 points. 
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10. CYPRUS (Nicos RANGOS)  
Up to the present time Cyprus Postal Services continues to apply the policy of low number of new 

issues. The low stamps nominal prices and the excellent quality of new issues are two important factors 
that help increase the interest of maximum card creators. The excellent co-operation between Cyprus 
Postal Services and the Cyprus Philatelic Society plays an important and positive role to all steps of the 
Maximum Card creation procedures.  

New creations: In 2014 we created 16 Maximum-Cards with the relevant stamps, issued by the    
Cyprus Postal Services. Cyprus Postal Services as usual created only 3 MCs. 

Exhibitions: Cyprus participated in the following Bilateral and International exhibitions:  
“2014 BALKANFILA”, VIDIN 5-7.2014. regional level Exhibition: One Maximaphily exhibit in Jury 
Class, 8 frames  
“MAXIFRANCE 2014” POITIERS 1- 4 May 2014- National level with international participation. Four 
exhibits from Cyprus (2 Maximaphily exhibits in Youth Class, 1 adult in 5 frames and “Europa Nostra” in 
Court of Honour with 8 frames .  
We shared a successful Symposium organised during “MAXIFRANCE 2014” in POITIERS 
“PHILAKOREA 2014” World Stamp Exhibition, August 7 to 12, 2014: My Maximaphily exhibit titled 
“Cyprus, Crossroads of Three Continents” was exhibited in Seoul. For me is important to report that the 
juror who judged  was a very nice person and he was very generous giving to my exhibit V (82 points) but 
he has never had a qualified maximum card exhibit without any cross-accreditation in Maximaphily class.     
“CYPRUS – GREECE 2014” Larnaca 10-24.10.2014: 2 Youth MA exhibits, 2 Adults MA exhibits and 2 
Court of Honour  

Presentations: We organized 21 presentations in primary and secondary schools during 2014 and more 
than 7.200 students have learned about Philately and Maximaphily. 

Seminars, presentations and meetings: Three(3) new Maximaphily Meetings were organized in 
Cyprus during 2014. The following topics were discussed: 1. Maximum cards with Personalised stamps. 
2. How to obtain high quality modern creations. 3. How to be protected from fakes and forgeries 
maximum cards. 4. On one frame exhibits and 5. On matters related to the improvement of Maximaphily 
exhibits.  

Fakes and Forgeries: We continue our cooperation with the Criminal Department of Cyprus Police 
Head Quarters for ink chemical analysis for some suspicious old cancellations. 
Since 3 years ago we provide Maximum Card collectors with Authenticity Certificates. 

Maximaphily Activity in Cyprus: On December 31, 2014, were completed 27 years of intensive 
Maximaphily activity in Cyprus and 23 years of participation to national, international and world 
exhibitions in which Maximaphily collections of Cyprus were awarded with all levels of medals, bronze, 
silver-bronze, silver, large silver, vermeil, large vermeil, gold and large gold medals. 

 
* * * 

Complaints from Reports of the year 2013 
I’m very sorry because the following complaints gathered from other Maximaphily Associations Reports 
of the year 2013 were not used to stop the secret war of FIP President and FIP Board against 
Maximaphily. They continue to apply the same illegal policy during 2014.  
  

“THALAND 2013” 2-8 August 2013 - Maximaphily exhibit “Europa Nostra” 
 (I just write down the facts of my negative experience with no comments): The former FIP President 
Joseph Wolff, who had 3 decades of experience in judging Maximaphily class was appointed juror for 
some other classes. The members of the Presidium never exhibited a Maximaphily collection and never 
had a cross accreditation in Maximaphily Class. No jurors were present in front of the frames to meet with 
Maximaphily exhibitors. 

“BRASILIANA 2013” 19-25 NOV 2013 I had a very bad experience when I realised that Maximaphily 
Class exhibits were judged by not competent in Maximaphily Class jurors, under the cover of the 
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anonymous team of Presidium. As far as I know, the members of the “Brasiliana 2013” jury Presidium 
never exhibited a Maximaphily collection and never had a cross accreditation in Maximaphily Class. My 
self being FIP accredited Youth team leader and Maximaphily juror since 13 years ago, I was appointed to 
judge in Rio only Youth Class exhibits!!!  No jurors were present in front of the frames meeting with 
commissioners and/or Maximaphily exhibitors. 
TAIWAN  
      In 2013, notably Taiwan had NOT sent any Maximaphily exhibits to participate in any of the 
international philatelic exhibitions. It was widely told that there was prejudice against Maximaphily 
exhibits in these international events. Taiwan Chinese Maximaphily Society appeals to all philatelists to 
seriously look into the inherit problem in the unfair treatment against the hobby, as the promotion of the 
hobby interest has been jeopardised. 
FRANCE 

We are sorry and upset to observe that the participation of French maximaphilists, in adult or youth 
classes,  are systematically denied to all international or world exhibitions. Why? The French 
Maximaphily deserves more international recognition. 

The war of FIP President against Maximaphily continues for next year 2014 
 

“PHILAKOREA 2014” 
My Maximaphily exhibit titled “Cyprus, Crossroads of Three Continents” was exhibited in 

“PHILAKOREA 2014”. For me is important to report that the juror who judged it was a very nice person 
and he was very generous and very well educated giving to my modern MCs exhibit  V (82 points) but he 
has never had the necessary maximum card Exhibit and  the necessary cross-accreditation in Maximaphily 
class according to FIP regulations.   

The FIP President with the silent attitude of the FIP Board members decided since 2010 to stop the 
following FIP ACCREDITED JURORS from their Maximaphily accreditation:  Joseph Wolff  (In  
‘THAILAND  2013’ he was nominated juror for other classes except Maxi/phily), Seong Kwon Kim , Juan 
Antonio Casas Pajares, Anny Boyard and Nicos Rangos. 
 
 
11. CZECH REP. (Josef FRONC) 
Report on the actrivities of the section CM collectors in the Czech Republic for 2014 
    Our section appears to be stabilized. We published four issues of the magazine, including attachments 
Newsletter Maximus (21-24), which in turn has brought a lot of interesting information about collecting 
CM from the past and present. Colleague Kancnýř continue to successfully manage a blog about 
maximafilatelii, published last year, 125 new posts (most prolific was the month of December due to 
project "Advent Calendar")! 
    The membership base showed 31. 12. 2014 46 members, 5 of them foreign, which is a positive 
indication. Individual members are working mainly individually but in some events and KF SSČSZ (it is 
mostly about the inauguration of the new stamps), some already meet regularly, not only to create new 

CM. As an honorary member 
among ourselves, we have adopted 
the former chief maximafilie 
Slovakia (OSMS), Julia Molnar. 
    Even in 2014, one of the section 
did not attend his exhibit any 
philatelic exhibitions. 
    In the past year, members of the 
group have a combination of CM 
of 36 new stamps issue plan, 
which contained 36 stamps. Used 
was 100% of issued stamps! Used 
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by all signs, although not everyone can work as a regular CM issue. For their assessment, however, there 
is no room. It was created a few of the CM issued their own stamps and several CM are registered marks 
in the context of current archiving commemorative stamps that year. From this perspective, ie a maximum 
creative usage. Again, we participated in the international competition for the best FIP maxicards. The 
competition is also an old colleague Kancnýř. Competition for the years 2012 and 2013 due to health 
problems organizer FIP, will be evaluated until this fall. In 2014, we did not publish a maximafilatelii in 
any foreign magazine. 
    Publishing Oftis Usti nad Orlici headed by Mr. Kábrt issued in 2014, only 2 CM Theme snowbordistky 
for the Olympic Games and to mark Charles Older of Žerotín. Set of two postcards issued for the creation 
of CM agency Progres Partners Advertising on the occasion messe collector. It was a postcard with motifs 
historic cars Skoda author Zapadlíka. Our section has released 13 CM (Ladislav Jirka, a prototype car for 
Metro R1 150 years of Czech firemen, Bohumil Hrabal, RNDr. Zdeněk Kopal MD, EUROPA Chod 
bagpipe, 200 years of museum Opava, papermill Large Losiny, Arnost of Pardubice, Arts and 
Schikaneder, Salvador Dalí, the franking Ju and Hele and Lada Bethlehem). PostFila issued the traditional 
4 CM emission of Conservation - Beskydy  and 4 pieces of historic vehicles. Other CM were created 
individually by our members. 
    If I have to summarize the results of the past year, I state stabilization, an important activity for any 
section.  In this current trend continues, we would like to continue.  
 
 
12. DENMARK & Area (Ib Krarup Rasmussen) 
GENERAL COMMENTS/ MAXIMUM CARD REALIZATIONS: 
DENMARK: Individuals based abroad, created a small number of Danish Maximum Cards.  
FAROE ISLANDS: The Postal Services created a small number of Maximum Cards 
GREENLAND: The Postal Services created a large number of Maximum Cards and Fair Cards. 
During the year 2014, the were 32 Maximum Cards created in the Danish Area as follows: 
DANEMARK : In 2014, Individuals from the Galeria-ATM-Ateeme study group (specializing in variable 
rate stamps, worldwide) created 3 Danish Maximum Cards on the following topics: NORDIA 2014 
(Preacher's Pulpit, Geiranger, Reindeers) 
FAROE ISLANDS : In 2014, Faroe Post created 7 Maximum Cards as follows:  
Faroese Lighthouses (Akraberg, Stóra Dímun, and Toftir) 3 MC; Franking labels: (Sailship 1895; 
"Cathedral Ruins, Kirkjubøur" 1300; "Tórshavn Church" 1789; "Folkways -Dairymaids" 1900's) 4MC 
GREENLAND: In 2014, Post Greenland created 22 Maximum Cards -as follows: Greenlandic Singing 
2MC; Arctic Roseroot 1MC; Europa-Music 2MC; Snowstorm 1MC; Mining 2MC; Ships 2MC; 
Contemporary Art 3MC;  Agriculture 3MC;  Prince Hendrik 1MC;  Hunter's Life 2MC; Expeditions 
2MC;  Polar Bear 1MC. 
 
 
13. ESTONIA (Rein-Karl Loide) 
Every year Eesti Post (Estonian Post) creates a small number of Maximum Cards. These Cards conform 
with our rules and most of them are very beautiful. In 2014, Eesti Post created 6 Maximum Cards as 
follows: Bird of the year Common Kingfisher (Alcedo atthis), Estonian fauna- Hedgehogl, European 
Peacock Butterfly, Sõru Leading Lighthouse and Folk Costumes 2MC. 
 
 
14.  FINLAND (Kalevi Ant-WUORINEN) 

The interest of making individual MCs here in Finland is still diminishing, because the Post of 
Finland has moved all first day cancellations to Tampere, an industrial town 180 kilometres north of 
Helsinki. And there is no longer an official Philately-shop in Helsinki where you could make your own 
MCs. In order to get your own MCs, you have to travel to Tampere, because you can not order MCs in 
advance. It is not so very clever to travel some hundred kilometers just for the fun to have your postcards 
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correctly cancelled to MCs ! Nevertheless, some individual MCs were still made, including my own ones: 
Finland (57) and Åland (18).  

Our club, which meets once a month from September to May, has nevertheless those 40 members 
that we have had the last years; and exceptionally, a little more than half of them are Ladies ! 
Unfortunately we dont have any young members; members ages are between 40 - 80. In 2013 our club did 
not issue an own MC, but last year we had two own MCs: on the 3rd of March card no. 22 
(Easter/Finland) and on 9th of October card no. 23 (Christmas Bazaar/Åland). 

Our Club’s own bulletin, the “MaxFil” appeared four times; and our column in the national 
magazine “Filatelisti” appeared seven times last year. No Maximaphily Exhibits were built up nor 
Exhibitions organised. There were three national participations in National level exhibitions and none in 
International exhibitions. 

The question of Fakes and Forgeries in Maximaphily is quite interesting: the undersigned has until 
today found one Fake: a magazine photo was stuck with glue on a cardboard and then cancelled ! I have 
also found one Forgery : the postcard was printed in 1972; but the stamp from 1941 was cancelled with 
the stamps First Day`s cancellation ! 
 
 
15.  FRANCE (Anny BOYARD) French version 
Réalisations maximaphiles : 
- En 2014, 88 cartes-maximum différentes ont été réalisées par le Service Nouveautés-France des 
Maximaphiles Français. De très intéressantes C.M. sont réalisées par des collectionneurs individuels à 
partir des « Collectors » émis officiellement par La Poste sur les régions de France. 
- Concernant la réalisation des CM, il faut dire que les difficultés rencontrées pour obtenir des cartes 
postales et de bonnes oblitérations concordantes sont plus importantes et nécessitent des déplacements 
dans toute la France pour faire des oblitérations ordinaires, mais courageusement les Maximaphiles 
Français continuent à œuvrer pour une maximaphilie de qualité. 
-Nouveautés étrangères : Les correspondances se poursuivent avec des associations maximaphiles 
permettant ainsi de faire des échanges très fructueux au niveau international.  
- La France a participé au Concours mondial de la meilleure carte-maximum 2013. 
 
Information, formation et publication : - Tout au long de l’année des conférences ont été données à 
l’occasion de Congrès régionaux ainsi que dans plusieurs associations philatéliques en France. 
- Les membres de la commission nationale de maximaphilie se réunissent pour harmoniser le travail des 
jurés en regard des nouveaux textes de la FIP. 
- La commission du catalogue se réunit régulièrement pour saisir les données des nouvelles réalisations de 
CM de France.  
 
Vie associative : - Cette année malgré les efforts déployés par l’association « Les Maximaphiles 
Français » le nombre d’adhérents s’est maintenu pour l’année 2014. Par contre le nombre d’associations 
participant au partenariat associations adhérentes à la FFAP/MF est en augmentation.  
- L’association « L’Essor maximaphile » continue d’exercer une petite activité.  
 
Communication : - Le site Internet www.Maximaphiles-Francais.org connaît une fréquentation de plus 
en plus importante (400 000 visiteurs). Il fait toujours le lien entre les différents sites maximaphiles et 
philatéliques du monde entier ainsi que les sites culturels nécessaires à la maximaphilie. 

http://www.maximaphiles-francais.org/
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Les MF, c'est où,  quand et comme vous voulez !  Il est facilement accessible aux tablettes, smartphones 
et autres mobiles à travers les “QRCode” et se prolonge sur les réseaux 

sociaux.  

- La revue trimestrielle de l’association « Les Maximaphiles Français », excellent support d’informations 
internationales sur la maximaphilie, est toujours publiée 4 fois par an et diffusée à tous les adhérents, aux 
responsables de la FFAP ainsi qu’aux délégués de la commission F.I.P. de maximaphilie et aux membres 
du comité directeur de la F.I.P.  
- Comme à l’accoutumée, la Maximaphilie a été présente avec de nombreux articles publiés dans la presse 
philatélique française : "La Philatélie Française", "L'Echo de la Timbrologie", "Atout-timbres" et dans les 
magazines associatifs.  
 
Actions Jeunesse : - Durant l'année 2014 les MF ont renforcés l’action menée en direction de la jeunesse 
avec les partenariats réalisés avec les associations de la FFAP (22 clubs et 46 jeunes). Des ateliers 
jeunesse maximaphiles ont été mis en place dans de nombreuses expositions avec l’utilisation de 
« MaxiJeu », qui est de plus en plus demandé par les Clubs. 
 
Formation de jurés :  En 2014, un juré maximaphile a terminé sa formation et un autre est en cours de 
formation en 2015. 
 
Expositions en France : - L'année 2014 aura été marquée par notre présence particulièrement active. Les 
MF maintiennent une participation sous forme de prêt de collections, conférences ou jury, pour de 
nombreuses expositions compétitives ou non, du congrès régional du Gaphil et les Fêtes du Timbre 
organisées dans toute la France.  
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Maxifrance 2014 à Poitiers du 1er au 4 mai.  
Une exposition multilérale de maximaphilie a été organisée avec le 
patronage de la FFAP. De rang national à participation européenne, cette 
manifestation a permi de remettre en compétition le Trophée du Challenge 
européen.  
L’année 2014 aura été marquée incontestablement par "Timbres Passion 
2014" à Poitiers, qui a vu l’organisation simultanée de plusieurs 
compétitions philatéliques pour les jeunes et les adultes, dont 

"MAXIFRANCE 2014" (et le 3e Challenge Européen). Plus de 220 cadres de collections adultes venant de 
9 pays différents et 20 cadres MX jeunesse, auxquels il faut rajouter 50 cadres d’exception, en Cour 
d’honneur, ont ainsi pu être présentés à un public nombreux. Le 3e Challenge Européen a été remporté par 
l’Italie. De nombreux amis maximaphiles d’Andorre, de Belgique, de Grèce, d’Italie, des Pays-Bas, de 
Roumanie et même de Taiwan et des États-Unis, sont venus nous rendre visite à Poitiers et ont participé 
au Symposium MX durant lequel, les nouvelles règles adoptées par la FIP sur l’utilisation des timbres 
personnalisées et timbres issus de Collector ont été   présentées.  
 
Expositions internationales: Au niveau international, citons aussi notre participation à l’exposition 
internationale ‘MALAYSIA 2014’ avec une collection jeunesse, qui a obtenu une médaille de Grand 
Argent. Egalement à la Journée Maximaphile ‘MAMER 2014’   à Mamer au Luxembourg, au mois de 
novembre avec 4 collections françaises et une participation comme membre du jury. 
 
 
FRANCE (Anny BOYARD)  (English version) 
Maximum card carrying out:  
- In 2014, the Service of new issues of the association “Les Maximaphiles Français” carried out 88 
different maximum cards.  
- Some attractive maximum cards were carried out by individual maximaphilists with the personalized 
postage stamp series officially issued by the postal operator “La Poste” for each one of the French 
administrative areas.  
- It has to be said that in spite of more and more difficulties to obtain postcards and right cancellations the 
association “Les Maximaphiles Français” is working with a will for a maximaphily at a high level of 
quality. It requires travels throughout France to obtain concordant cancellations.   
- Foreign new issues: Correspondences with foreign friends in maximaphily are continuing and make 
possible very profitable exchanges at the international level.  
- France took part in World Maximaphily Competition for the Best Maximum Card created in 2013. 
 
Information, training and publication: - Throughout the year many lectures were given at the time of 
regional philatelic congress as well as locally to several philatelic associations in France. 
-  Members of the National Commission of Maximaphily meet to harmonize the work of the jury in 
accordance with the revised texts of the FIP. 
- The catalogue commission meets regularly to register the maximum cards of France newly carried out. 
 
Association life: - In spite of its efforts the association "Les Maximaphiles Français" only succeeded to 
keep its membership for the 2014 year. However the number of federate associations in partnership with 
“Les Maximaphiles Français” is increasing.  
- The activity of the association “L’Essor Maximaphile” is reduced at a small level.  
 
Communication: - The Internet site www.Maximaphiles-Francais.org is more and more visited (350 000 
visitors). It is still establishing the links to the various sites dedicated to maximaphily and philately of the 
whole world as well as to the cultural sites needed by the maximaphily. 

http://www.maximaphiles-francais.org/
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 “Les Maximaphiles Français”: it’s where, when and how you want!  It is easily accessible to tablets, 
smartphones and other mobile phones through the "QRCode" and continues through social networks. 

 
 
- The quarterly review of the association “Les Maximaphiles Français”, first-rate media for international 
information about maximaphily, is still distributed to all the members, to the managers of the F.F.A.P. 
(Fédération Française des Associations Philatéliques), as well as to the members of the F.I.P. Commission 
for maximaphily and to the members of the management committee of the F.I.P.  
- In line with the previous years maximaphily was very present in the French philatelic press, “La 
Philatélie Française”, “L’Echo de la Timbrologie”, “Atout-timbres” and in the magazines of philatelic 
associations. 
 
Youth: During 2014 “Les Maximaphiles Français” has strengthened its action in the direction of Youth 
thanks to partnerships with associations belonging to the “Fédération Française des Assoc.  Philatéliques” 
(22 associations and 46 young people). Youth maximaphily workshops have been implemented in number 
of exhibitions using the game “MaxiJeu” for that. Ever more demands are registered.  
 
Training of jury members: The training of a maximaphily jury member (National level) was in progress 
for year 2014 and another one is planned for 2015 
 
Exhibitions in France 
The association “Les Maximaphiles Français” is still very active and participates by loan of collections, 
conferences, or jury participation, in many exhibitions competitive or not. In particular: Ile-de-France 
regional Congress, Day of the stamp in many places in France. 
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"MAXIFRANCE 2014" in Poitiers 1st to 4th of May  
A multileral exhibition of maximaphily was organized with the patronage of 
FFAP (Fédération des Associations Philatéliques Françaises). This event of 
National level event with European participation will get going once more the 
European Challenge Trophy.  
The year 2014 will undoubtedly be marked by "Stamps Passion 2014" at Poitiers, 
which saw the simultaneous organization of several philatelic competitions for 

young people and adults, including "MAXIFRANCE 2014" (and the 3rd European Challenge). There were 
over 220 frames of adult Maximaphily Exhibits, coming from 9 different countries and 20 frames of 
Youth Maximaphily Exhibits. In addition, there were 50 exceptional frames, in the Court of Honour. 
There was a large number of the public attendance. The 3rd European Challenge Cup was won by ITALY. 
Many friends maximaphiles came to visit us at Poitiers. They came from Andorra, Belgium, Greece, Italy, 
the Netherlands, Romania and even  Taiwan and the United States. They also participated in the 
Maximaphily Symposium during which the new rules adopted by the FIP on the use of Personalized 
Stamps (and Collector) were presented.    
International Exhibitions:   
At the International level, we would like to mention our participation in the International Exhibition 
‘MALAYSIA 2014’ with a Youth Exhibit; which received a Large Silver medal.   We would also like to 
mention our participation at the 25th Maximaphily Day, ‘MAMER 2014’  in Luxembourg in November 
with 4 French Maximaphily Exhibits and a participation as a Jury member.  
 
 
16. GERMANY (Günter FORMERY)  English version  

The new issue service of our Association AMPH (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Maximaphilie & Philikartie) 
realized about 16 Maximum Cards including a number of variants (between 10-20 copies). As usual, 
Deutsche Post has issued 6 Maximum Cards in copies of 3000 each (total number 22 Maximum Cards.  
Our membership has increased to 72 members, including 4 young people (it was at the end of the year 
about 60 members last year). 

In 2014, we have so far published three colored editions of Maximaphily & Postcards-REPORT pages 
in DIN-A4, with a page size of 40-44 format .It is gratifying that the number of authors has increased. 

Our 2014 meeting took place in the wine town of Ihringen in Baden-Württemberg. Eleven members, as 
well as some attendants were at the successful event on the spot. Exchanges and tourist visits were on the 
agenda. Peter Riedl, Vienna, was awarded with the Amphitheater Medal of merit. 

ARGE has supported the National Association for the editorial revision of the MA - rules and 
regulations. When the BDPh, members who previously were not the National Federation, requested the 
feedback as direct members. Because the BDPh agreed to the request the guidelines for bad were 
redefined in the BDPh. 

Two exhibitors of ARGE participated in the one-frame contest of the French Maximaphilists in 
Poitiers. In 2014, we participated in the team competition of the 'Association of Philatelic Arbeitsgemein 
properties"in the BDPh in Bad Mondorf / L with two Maximaphily and three Postcard exhibits. More 
exhibitions in the MA range: national 2 x GM, 2 x gold and Rang3 (local) 1 x gold. Also has numerous 
exhibitors in the Postacard area at the Amphitheater. This, the first gold medal in this competition group 
could be retracted. In Germany, the interest in this competition group is much greater than on the 
Maximaphily.  

We published articles of our Club in the BDPh website and in the magazine of the Austrian philatelists 
Association (VÖPh) "The postage stamp". We made more publications in regional journals. 
 
 
17. GREAT BRITAIN(United Kingdom) (Ian Billings)   
1. As in previous years, the extent of Maximaphily activity in the United Kingdom is unknown.  As there 
is no national Maximaphily organisation, nobody in the Association of British Philatelic Societies (ABPS) 
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– the national body for philately – knows how many Maximum Card collectors, or how many creators, 
among UK philatelists and stamp collectors.  

Similarly, nobody knows how many collectors in other parts of the world produce maximum cards 
using UK stamps.  I know that there are some in the USA, Hong Kong, PR China, Taiwan, Belgium, 
France etc, but I am sure I do not know all of them. 

The Association of British Philatelic Societies as a body doesn't have much idea or knowledge of 
maximaphily.   I am discussing with them what to do and how to do it, regarding development and 
increased awareness of Maximaphily in the UK.  
2. At least 81 different Maximum Cards were created in 2014 using UK stamps.  Most were created by me 
for myself or for collectors in other countries; some more were also created by collectors outside the UK 
but details of these are not known. 
3. Following my success at the 2012 Best Maximum Card World Competition, I was invited by the British 
Thematic Association to provide an 16-sheet exhibit at London's Spring Stampex in February 2014. 
Because of the unique nature of the cards, and the insurance and other costs involved, the exhibit 
contained photographic reproductions rather than original maximum cards.  An innovation – not only in 
maximaphily but in philatelic exhibiting – was the inclusion of QR Codes which provided links via 
smartphones to either more images of similar cards or to other websites, for example Royal Mail.  The 
exhibit was well received and will enable the BTA to use it in their members' educational programme. 

Following an invitation to exhibit at 25th Day of Maximaphily (09.-10.11.2014) in Luxembourg 
(Mamer), I sent the same exhibit as a pdf file and received the thanks – and exhibition souvenirs – from 
the organisers.  But while this shows that there is some activity here, it has done nothing to raise the 
profile of maximaphily within the UK. 
4. I continue to show British Maximum Cards on the internet stamp forums 'Stampboards' (Australia), and 
'Delphi Stamp Collecting Forum' (USA).  Participation by other collectors and producers in these is low. 
5. No maximum cards were issued by Royal Mail (the British Post Office). 
6. No articles have yet been written for the British philatelic press, but all editors have been approached 
and have welcomed the idea of an illustrated article. 
 
 
18.  GREECE (Nikos Mallouhos) 

During 2014, (thirty six)36 Maximum-Cards were created by the “Union of Greek Collectors of 
M.C”, with stamps issued by the Greek Postal Services. 
The MC'S covered the following topics: Anniversaries – Events; Songbirds of the Greek countryside; The 
Months in Folk Art; National musical instruments; The bicycle; World Football Cup Brazil; Visit Greece -
Tourist issue; Domenikos Theotokopoulos (El Greco).  

At the same period, the Greek Postal Services issued 38 maximum cards, but 8 of them cannot be 
accepted. Thus a total of 44 Maximum Cards were created in Greece in 2014. 

In 2014, multiple meetings of the Union’s members were held at its privately-owned offices, followed 
by Lectures, Cards Exchanges and Auctions.  

The annual Journal of the Union - "Maximafilia" was published in colors, early in March. The Journal 
(No. 70) was distributed to our members and to Greek Philatelic Associations, free of charge. The issue 
included many articles about the MAXIMUM CARDS, as well as international information about 
maximaphily and an accurate translation of the Jakarta and Rio de Janeiro maximaphily’s new regulations. 
Finally, our Union send a participation in the 2013 Best Maximum Card Word Competition. 
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19. HONG KONG (Wing-yeu Chu) 
Maximaphily is developing positively in Hong Kong. Over 800 local and oversea members 

joined in The Hong Kong Maximaphily Facebook Group (http://qr.net/hkmaxi), which has since 
become the main information platform of HK maximaphily. It is estimated that there are 
approximately 100 enthusiastic maximaphilists in Hong Kong, many of them are young 
philatelists who have come to maximaphily through social network, thus bringing new faces to 
the local philatelic circle. 

The promotion of maximaphily received support from the Hong Kong Philatelic Society 
(HKPS) and the China Philatelic Association (CPA), the two prominent local philatelic 
organisations. The HKPS being a FIP member, encouraged local philatelist to prepare 
maximaphily exhibits for exhibition. The CPA held several workshops in respect of the skills of 
realising local and overseas maximum cards. 

Groups of local philatelists attended Philakorea 2014 World Stamp Exhibition, and 
Guangzhou 2014 - 8th National Maximaphily Exhibition of China, met with local maximaphilists 
for the sharing of experience and created maximum cards thereat. 
In 2014, a new set of definitive stamps showcasing the distinctive landforms and landscape of the 
Hong Kong Global Geopark of China were released, causing maximaphilists excitement and 
challenge. Although Hongkong Post issued official Geopark maximum cards for sale, the staff of 
Hongkong Post are not familiar with the concepts of concordance and locality, often presenting 
obstacles to maximaphilsts. 

To conclude, before a specialist philatelic society is set up, maximaphily is developing in 
Hong Kong. Attracting young philatelists to participate and promoting the appreciation of 
maximaphily is to be given priority. 
 
 
20. IRAN  (Massoud N. Farahbakhsh) 

Currently, there is no Maximaphily Activity in Iran as the Post Office and individuals have yet to 
issue stamps and postcards suitable for this Branch of Philately. However, some Thematic collectors show 
plenty of interest in older Maximum Cards, as part of the theme they collect. This interest will hopefully 
lead to a more structured activity towards Maximaphily collections. 

 
 

21.  ISRAEL ( Mayer Gozes) 
In 2014 we (Mayer Gozes, the Israeli delegate, and Nahum Shereshevsky) made 25 MC's with 24 

stamps out of 55 issued during the year (including ATM). The Post issued 2 sets of 3 MCs each. One set 
was correct, but in the other set they used the same postmark for 3 different locations, so only one MC of 
that set is correct. Total number of 29 MC’s made in 2014. 

 
 
22. ITALY & Area (Gianfranco POGGI) French version 

Meme si le nombre de notres membres est diminui et les jeunes manquent, la vie de notre Association 
-AIM- a été très active. L' AIM a réalisé 38 cartes maximum avec les timbres de l' Italie,  29 avec le 
Vatican et 6 avec Saint Marin. Nous avons des correspondants internationals qui permettent de faire des 
échanges. Des societaires ont fait des réalisations personnelles, aussi avec des timbres de l' Autriche, de l' 
Allemagne, de Monaco, etc.  

Trois numeros de notre revue - Notiziario AIM - ont été édités. Notre site Internet –  
www.maximafilia.it  a toujours une fréquentation très important. 

http://www.maximafilia.it/
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Expositions: en Italie: à Vasto 11 collections (1 Or); à l' Exposition Nationale de Palermo 16 
collections (5 Or) aux expositions internationals: en Suisse à Lugano et en Luxembourg à Mamer. Surtout 
en France à Poitiers: Maxifrance 2014 -Challenge Européen où l' Italie a été vainquer du Trophée. 
  
ITALY & Area English version 

Even if the number of our members is diminished and there is a lack of young people, the life of our 
Association - AIM - has been very active. AIM (Italian Maximaphily Assotiation) has made 38 Maximum  
Cards with stamps of Italy,  29 with the stamps of the Vatican and 6 with the stamps of San Marino. We 
have international correspondents that allow to make Maximum Card exchanges. Members have also 
made individual realizations  with stamps of Austria, of the Germany, Monaco, etc.  

Three issues of our Journal - Notiziario AIM - have been published IN 2014. Our website - 
www.maximafilia.it still has a very important attendance. 

Exhibitions: In Italy: in Vasto 11 collections (1 gold); at the National Exhibition in Palermo, Sicily  
16 collections (5 gold). At International exhibitions: in Lugano, Switzerland and in Mamer, Luxembourg. 
Especially in Poitiers, France: MAXIFRANCE  2014 –  Italy was winner of the European Challenge 
Trophy. 
 
 
23. KOREA Rep.(South) (Chang Hwan KIM) 
1. The Maximaphily Club (President; Mr. Cheon Ho LEE, Vis.Pres. : Mr. Kwang Suk PARK, Sec. 
: Yoon Sik SHIN) had joined the Philatelic Federation of Korea KPF). My Report is based on Mr. 
Lee's Report for the year 2014. 
2. There were monthly Meetings of about 20-30 members of Maximaphily Club, 
3. Maximaphily Seminars were held four (4) times, Twenty to forty people attended. 
4. PHILAKOREA 2014, World Stamp Exhibition, we had two specially invited Maximaphily 
exhibits. 
a. Jenny Banfield, (N.Z.) , Medicine-Its History and Development (8 frames). 
b. Nachtgal (Germany) , The Fall of Berlin Wall in 1980 and Reunification in 1990. 
5. Club member's Exhibition was held once. 
6. In 2014, there were 18 new Maximum Cards created on the following topics: Sports,2014 
Incheon Asian Games 6MC; 2014 Incheon Asian Games Stadium 1MC;PHILAKOREA 2014, 
Art,Music,Painting,Tradition,Beauty, 6 MC;Palace Garden 1 MC; Details about ITU 
Plenipotentiary Conference,Busan 4 MC. 
 
 
24. LIECHTENSTEIN (Stefan ERNE) 
GENERAL COMMENTS/ MAXIMUM CARD REALIZATIONS: 
Liechtenstein Post creates high quality Maximum Cards for most ot the new stamp issues. During 2014, 
Liechtenstein Post created 30 Maximum Cards - the great majority of them correct MC- as follows: 
Europa - Musical Instruments 1MC; Bridges 4MC; Winged Altar Paintings 3MC; Canonisation of Pope 
John Paul II 1MC; Amphibians 3MC; Bog Flowers 3 MC; Printer's Art 2MC; Saloon Cars 4MC; 
Christmas-Mountain Chapels 3MC; Pricely Treasures-Porcelain from China 4MC; Limousines 1MC; 
Chinese Year of the Sheep 1MC. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.maximafilia.it/
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25. LUXEMBOURG (Andrée TROMMER, Sec.) 
- There were 9 meetings of the Luxembourg Maximaphily Commission, where the FIP regulations and the 
national and international news of this class of philately were discussed. 
- The 25th Day of Maximaphily had been organized by the local association of ‘MAMER’ with exhibits 

from local association of Mamer, with exhibits from Luxemburg, Belgium, Austria, France and Italy in 
competition and 12 exhibits from Luxembourg, Canada, Romania and Great-Britain out of competition.  

- President Jos Wolff  held conferences in different associations on the topics of : ‘The Elements of a 
Maximum Card’ and ‘The Evaluation of Exhibits’. He also published articles on the new maximum 
cards of the Commission in all newspapers, before every issue. 

-  In 2013 the Commission issued 23 maximum cards. 
 
 
26. MALAYSIA (YE Choh San) 

Maximaphily Activity over the year 2014. More collectors were attracted to the hobby of realising 
Maximum Cards despite the lack of availability of postcards in the local scene. One of the major problems 
faced by most of the collectors in Malaysia is the availability of postcards, most of the postcard printers 
ceased operation following to the lack of demand of the cards during the recent years. Thanks to 
postcrossing ( the international postcard exchange circuits) which allows a postcrosser to swap postcards 
with his foreign partners, and this enriches the postcard collection of the individual. I noted several 
Malaysian postcrossers are actively indulging in the realisation of Maximum Card, as they are able to 
obtain thematic postcards from the foreign friends.  

As usual, some of the issued stamps in the year could be realised as maximum cards with relevant 
postcards, estimated some 35 maximum cards were realised for the year. Pos Malaysia issued a postcard 
with the actual production of the stamp to celebrate the independence day in August, 2014. Many 
collectors realised it with a stamp and happy to collect it as a “Maximum Card”, Only after which learnt 
that it is NOT a correct maximum card to FIP rules. Anyway, the introduction of the card sparked a little 
interest among the stamp collectors. 

No Maximaphily Exhibit was put up by a Malaysian collector in the year 2014, however, one serious 
maximaphily exhibit is in the midst of preparation, hopefully, in the next one or two years, it is able to be 
exhibited in a National or Regional Show. 
An article on the subject of maximaphily is allocated in the Malaysian Philatelist Journal which is 
published twice a year.  

A Malaysian Maximaphily Facebook Group Page is planned to be launched early 2015 and 
administrated by Ye Choh San. The Facebook will be a Focus for Malaysian Maximaphily, with 
encouragement for worldwide MCs to be posted on the walls. Hopefully, with this platform, the hobby 
will be easily promoted to all corners of the country and worldwide. 

 
 
 

27. MALTA (John A. Cardona) 
- Malta Philatelic Society, which is a very small Society, does not have a branch which caters for 
Maximaphily. Furthermore no activities are held which fall in that category. 
- The JB Catalogue of Malta Stamps and Postal History, which is consulted throughout the Island, 
considers for publication only those Maximum Cards which are issued officially by MaltaPost p.l.c. for 
sale over their counters. It is pointed out that Malta Post p.l.c. is the official Postal Authority on the Island.  
- It is the wish of Malta Philatelic Society to keep in line with the policy adopted by the proprietors of the 
above catalogue. Furthermore it desires to avoid recording or mentioning any cards which may be 
produced privately. It is trusted that the above makes our position amply clear and would avoid any 
unnecessary exchanges or misunderstandings. 
-On occasion MaltaPost issues a number of Maximum Cards. In 2014 it issued 2 Maximum Cards the 
‘Fountain at San Anton Gardens in Attard’ and ‘The Knights Hospitaller Halls in Valletta’. 
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28. MEXICO (Guadalupe Morales Grifaldo)  
Maximaphily activity in Mexico is limited to individual collectors. In 2014, there were 40 Maximum 
Cards realized by the author on most issues from the 2014 Stamp Program of Correos de Mexico. They 
cover the following topics: Centenary of the birth of Octavio Paz 2MC; Charles de Gaule visit 1MC; 
Heroic Exploits of Veracruz 5MC; Children's day 1MC; Mexico national Footbal team 4MC; Relations 
Mexico-Portugal 1MC; Colleges and Schools of Engineering 1MC; Firefighter day 2MC; Banco 
Nacional de Mexico 1MC; Postal Palace 1MC; Fine Arts Palace 2MC; Expo ALADI 2014 1MC; Toma 
de Zacatecas 2MC; Institute for diagnostic and epidemiological reference 1MC; The air traffic controller 
day 1MC; Archaeology Mexico Paquimé 6MC; Endemic fauna of Mexico 2MC; Year international 
crystallography 1MC; World Food Day 3MC; Diplomatic Relations Mexico-Iran 2MC. 
 
29. MONTENEGRO (Tomo Katuric)  
The Union of Philatelists of Montenegro have not exhibitors and collectors of Maximum Cards. Each year 
the Montenegro Post produces Maximum Cards for a one or two stamp issues. In 2014, Montenegro Post 
produced a Maximum Card on the occasion of the 150 years of the ‘Church of Grahovac’. 
 
 
30. NETHERLANDS  (Edward Froon) 
The Dutch Association “Pro Juventute and Maximaphily”,  

      · is a member of the Royal Netherlands Federation of Philatelic Societies; 
      · had 129 members in 2014; 
       · published its quarterly magazine “Bulletin” with respectively 28, 24, 36 and 28 pages A4 in full colour, 

edition: 150 copies); 
      · created 115 maximum cards in its News service. Some members created an (unknown) number of 

maximum cards for their own collection and for exchange. None by the postal authorities; 
      · organized in the middle of the country two well visited general meetings in spring and autumn, including 

the traditional members auction. 
One of its members (Willem Broeke) exhibited in the Netherlands with his collection Beautiful 

Netherlands, results: 68 pts, Silver Bronze medal. 
Three of its members were invited to exhibit in May in Poitiers where the French Association for 
Maximaphily held again the EuroMax, the European competition between country teams. Vic Henken 
(Rise and fall of Communism in Europe;, Ronald van der Leeden (The Netherlands, worthwhile visiting); 
and Edward Froon (Sculpture, from Prehistory till the present day) participated with good results. Edward 
Froon won (individually) the great prize. The country itself ranked 4th after Italy, Spain and Romania. 

The Dutch philatelic magazine, “Filatelie” close connected with the Federation (edition 27.500 copies 
to Dutch stamp collectors) pays every month attention to maximaphily with relevant and interesting news 
in the field of national and international maximaphily. The e-magazine Postzegelblog 
(http://www.postzegelblog.nl/) pays irregularly attention to maximaphily. Our association participated in 
the Best Maximum Card World competition in 2012 and reached a 7th place. 

We are quite fortunate to announce , that we just launched our own web-site (link: kindmax.nl ), so 
you can see on line what we are doing in the Netherlands with Maximaphily. Unfortunately for the 
international visitors, it’s only in our local language up to now. In the near future we might have a 
translation. So international visitors have to use google translate for understanding the meaning of what is 
displayed.  

 
 
31. NEW ZEALAND (Jenny Banfield) 

There was a Youth exhibitor in BAYPEX 2014 (NZ National – November 2014) who got 75 points – 
first time entry. She was actually from Dubai and I had been helping her with her exhibit. 
Only one other person is exhibiting in Maximaphily, however some youth are starting to use some 
maximum cards in their Open Philately exhibits. 
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There were 2 Maximaphily exhibits from Australia (by the current and former Delegate to the 
Commission) who took part at a National level Exhibition in New Zealand.  

New Zealand will be participating in the 2014 Best MC Competition with a Maximum Card 
'Sculpted Parade of Palms', Wellington Civic Centre by Bob Gibson. 
 
32. POLAND (Slawomir Bem/Marian Rawiński) 

In 2014 we have issued 43 Maximum Cards. 
We participated in the following National Philatelic Exhibitions: in Zabawa (receiving 1 Vermeil, 2 Large 
Silver and 2 Silver medals); in Kamienna Góra (receiving 2 Large Vermeil, 2 Large Silver and 2 Silver 
medals) and in XXI Nationwide Exhibition in Warsaw (receiving 1 Vermeil and 1 Large Silver medal). In 
exhibitions 4 exhibits from youth philatelists were participated. 

In order to harmonize the Polish regulations for the evaluation of maximaphily exhibits with the 
revised texts of the FIP, Members of the National Commission of Maximaphily and Managing Board of 
Polish Philatelists Union prepared the updated regulations. New regulations based on “Guidelines for 
Judging Maximaphily exhibits” approved by FIP in November 2013 were prepared by Slawomir Bem and 
Marek Zbierski and were officially approved by Presidium of Polish Philatelists Union. 

On the occasion of the Philatelic Conference in Biedrusko, Marek Zbierski gave an interesting 
presentation on rules for creation and judging of Maximaphily Exhibits based on materials from Nicos 
Rangos from Cyprus. This conference was connected with training of Jurors. 

Poland submited Maximum Card titled “Kingfischer” on the 2013 Best MC World Competition. 
 
 
33. PORTUGAL (Bento Grossinho DIAS) 
1.- GENERAL COMMENTS  

On positive side, Maximaphily is still very active in Portugal through the CNN-National Club 
Maximafilia, ( that is not affiliated to FPF National Federation) with its president Joaquim Cortes,which 
produces Maximum Cards for almost all Portuguese stamp issues (in multiple copies) for distribution 
among its members and also for sale on both Delcampe and ebay.  
2.- MC REALIZATIONS 

In 2014, there were about 99 Maximum Cards(including variants) realized in Portugal, plus Azores & 
Madeira mostly by CNN-National Club Maximafilia, as follows:  
Christmas 1MC; Extreme sports 1MC; Pilgrimage 2MC; Figures of culture 6MC; Architecture 
(Characters) 6MC; Architecture (Characters) 1MC; Route of theCathedrals 16 MC; 40th anniv. celebr. 
25 April 2MC; Anatomy 5 MC; Brother Bart. Martyrs 2MC; Eusébio da Silva Ferreira 5MC; World Cup 
Football 4MC; Portugal/Mexico 4MC; Funchal Diocese 4MC; Base self-adhesive 1MC; Elvas Unesco 
Heritage 5MC; Europa: Cont. Azores & Madeira 6MC; Europa: Cont. Azores & Madeira 6MC; Gardens 
of Portugal 6MC; Pope Leo X 1MC; St Lucia Lift 1MC; Crystallography 1MC; Planes of the Azores 
7MC; Coimbra Unesco Heritage 5MC; Geophysical Institute Coimbra 1MC; Portalegre tapestries 6MC. 
3.- BEST MAXIMUM CARD WORLD COMPETITION:  
Portugal selected Maximum Cards for participation in the upcoming 2013 & 2014 Best Maximum Card 
World Competitions. 
 
 
43. ROMANIA  (Vasile DOROS) English version  
Report on the maximaphilie d e Romania in 2014  

In 2014, Maximaphilie of Romania finds itself on an ascending line, over the previous year. The 
major event that facilitated the concerns of the Romanian Maximaphiles was the participation at the 
European Championship of Maximaphilie, MAXIFRANCE 2014 held in Poitiers-France, by the 
"Maximaphiles Francais".  

Other components of such an act of culture, scored, too, of the important achievements that must be 
continuously strengthened and developed, namely: the participation of the maximaphiles with their own 
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collections at the organized philatelic exhibitions in the country, the development of collections in first, 
with new themes, high quality, the development of the Romanian society of Maximaphilie blogging " " 
Dr. Valeriu Neaga " "  
Participation in International Exhibitions 

-the International exhibition MAXIFRANCE 2014 was one of the largest philatelic exhibitions of 
Europe in recent decades, organized in Poitiers-France, between 1 and 4 may 2014. Romania as a country 
and the Romanian Maximaphily Society of "Dr.. Valeriu Neaga", and in particular the Romanian 
maximaphiles were brilliantly represented in this European event. It should be noted that Romania was the 
only country in Central and Eastern Europe who attended this exhibition with many collections. Romanian 
maximaphiles participated with five (5)collections: one in the "Class of Honor" which won a special prize, 
award-winning, then three collections won a Vermeil medal and the fifth, in the Youth class, won a Silver 
medal. 
- "MAMER 2014", maximaphilie exhibition, organised by the philatelic circle of Mamer - Luxembourg 
8-9 November 2014, to mark the 25the anniversary of the Maximaphilie. The exhibition was non-
competitive. Several European countries have participated, each with a single collection. The Romania 
participated with a one collection. 
Participation in the National Exhibitions 

In our country, there were five Philatelic Exhibitions organized, including two National;  
1st.- "FILEX TRANSSILVANICA" 2014 - Bistrita, between 19 and 24 August 2014,  
2nd.- "History" 2014 Timişoara, 17-22 December 2014,  
3rd.- a National international participation; Bistrita, 6 February 2014, held inside of a military brigade,  
4th.- a non-competitive micro-expositionin Bacau, 27-28 September 2014 and  
5th.- a Regional Youth, Rădăuţi - Suceava, June 16, 2014, under the auspices of the National 
Commission for children and young people. These exhibitions participated 17 maximaphiles, including 
five youths, who have submitted 20 collections of maximaphilie. 

For the results achieved during the exhibitions and in general, for his fruitful activity in the 
maximaphilie, Mr. Leon Iancovici has been declared "the maximaphile of the year 2014" of Romania. 

The year 2014 was the year of the first collections. The turn around that occurred last year in the 
Romanian Maximaphily took as a natural consequence, having new participations next to high level ones. 
We recorded 9 new collections of maximaphily, one of which won the Gold medal and another who got 
the Grand Vermeil at a National Exhibition. 

On the blog of the Romanian Maximaphily Society of "Dr.. Valeriu Neaga" 
(http://srmdvn.blogspot.ro) managed by Mihai Ceucă were published 108 blogs focused on the Romanian 
Maximaphiles and on European events. At the end of 2014 have been registered about 42,000 page views. 
Also on the blog dedicated to the memory of Dr. Valeriu Neaga, patron of the Romanian Maximaphilie, 
(http://rememberneaga.blogspot.ro) there are the testimonies of 17 of its employees and 35 articles written 
by Dr. Valeriu Neaga or upon him, in various publications in the country and abroad. Visited by more than 
9,000 times, the blog is already a true monograph and the beginning of an encyclopaedia of the Romanian 
Maximaphiles. 

In the global competition for the best CM of the world in 2014, the Romania participated with the CM 
"The watermill of Dabaca" conducted by the Association of collectors of Sibiu County. 
"Romfilatelia", the official institution for the edition of stamps produced last year, 36 series of postage 
stamps. Only four of them were used to achieve CM, totaling 7 different Maximum Cards. Some 
associations have created 58 Maximum Cards corresponding to the directives and guidelines of the 
principles Guidelines and GREV. A large number of CM were made by the maximaphiles as unique 
pieces or very limited series. 

In 2014 have been published 8 articles and 26 CM presentations in magazines: the "Philatelic 
Courier", published in Sibiu, "philatelica.ro", published in Bucharest, to international destination, with 
articles written in foreign languages and in the local press of Bacău. Attention held articles on custom 
stamps, author Mihai Ceucă and presentation of which meant participation in the Championship of Europe 
of Maximaphilie, Poitiers 2014.  
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We note the involvement of Mr. Mihai Ceucă to programming from the television-local Bacau and Mr 
Coriolan Chiriches to the local television of Botosani, emissions mainly presenting issues of interest for 
the national and international maximaphily. 

Already the Romanian maximaphiles began a new year of competition, which, we hope, will be a 
success for the Romanian maximaphilie. 
 
ROMANIA (Vasile DOROS) French version 
Rapport sur la maximaphilie de Roumanie en 2014 

En 2014, la maximaphilie de Roumanie s’est située généralement sur une ligne ascendante, par 
rapport à l’année précédente. L’événement majeur qui a animé les préoccupations des maximaphiles 
roumains a été la participation au Championnat Européen de Maximaphilie, organisé à Poitiers-France, 
par les „Maximaphiles Français”.  

Les autres composants d’un tel acte de culture, ont marqué, eux-aussi, des réalisations importantes, 
qui doivent être continuellement renforcées et développées, à savoir: la participation des maximaphiles 
avec leurs propres collections aux expositions philatéliques organisées dans le pays, l’élaboration des 
collections en première, avec des nouveaux thèmes, de haute qualité, le développement des blogs de la 
Société Roumaine de Maximaphilie „Dr. Valeriu Neaga”  
Participation aux expositions internationales 

Le Salon International „TIMBRES PASSION 2014” (‘MAXIFRANCE  2014’ )a été l’une des plus 
grandes expositions philatéliques de l’Europe des dernières décennies, organisée à Poitiers-France, entre 1 
et 4 mai 2014. La Roumanie, en tant que pays et la Société Roumaine de Maximaphilie „Dr. Valeriu 
Neaga”, en tant qu’association des maximaphiles roumains, nous nous sommes brillamment présentés à 
cette manifestation culturelle européenne. Il faut souligner le fait que la Roumanie a été le seul pays de 
l’Éurope centrale et orientale qui ait participé avec des collections à cette exposition. Les maximaphiles 
roumains ont participé avec cinq collections: l’une à la „Classe d’Honneur” qui a remporté un prix spécial, 
trois primées de Vermeil et le cinquième, à la classe jeunesse, remportant la médaille d’Argent, cela, dans 
les conditions où personne n’a remporté la médaille d’Or. 
- „MAMER 2014”, exposition de maximaphilie, organisée par le Cercle philatélique de Mamer-
Luxembourg 8-9 novembre 2014, pour marquer le 25e anniversaire de la Maximaphilie. L’exposition a été 
non concurrentielle. Plusieurs pays européens y ont participé, chacun avec une seule collection. La 
Roumanie a participé avec une collection en première. 
Participation aux expositions nationales 

Dans notre pays, on a organisé cinq expositions de philatélie, dont deux nationales „FILEX 
TRANSSILVANICA” 2014 - Bistritza, entre 19 et 24 août 2014, „HISTOIRE” 2014 Timişoara, du 17 
au 22 décembre 2014, nationale à participation internationale ; Bistritza, le 6 février 2014, tenue à 
l'intérieur d'une brigade militaire, une micro-exposition, non compétitive, à Bacãu, 27 - 28 septembre 
2014 et une régionale pour la jeunesse, Rădăuţi- Suceava, le 16 juin 2014 sous les auspices de la 
Commission nationale pour les enfants et les jeunes. A ces expositions ont participé 17 maximaphiles, 
dont cinq jeunes, qui ont présenté 20 collections de maximaphilie. 

Pour les résultats enregistrés lors des expositions et en général, pour son activité fructueuse dans la 
maximaphilie, M. Leon Iancovici a été déclaré „Le maximaphile de l’année 2014” de Roumanie. 

L’an 2014 a été l’an des collections en premiére. Le reviriment qui s’est manifesté l’année dernière 
dans la maximaphilie roumaine a eu comme suite naturelle, le maintien de l’activité à des cotes de haut 
niveau. On a consigné la parution de 9 nouvelles collections de maximaphilie, dont l’une a remporté la 
médaille d’Or et une autre qui a obtenu le Grand Vermeil à une exposition nationale. 

Sur le blog de la Société Roumaine de Maximaphilie „Dr. Valeriu Neaga” (http://srmdvn.blogspot.ro) 
géré par Mihai Ceucă ont été publiés 108 articles axés sur les événements maximaphiles roumains et 
européens. À la fin de 2014 ont été enregistrés à peu près 42.000 pages vues. Egalement sur le blog dédié 
au souvenir du Dr Valeriu Neaga, patron de la Maximaphilie roumaine, 
(http://rememberneaga.blogspot.ro) il y a les témoignages de 17 de ses collaborateurs et 35 articles écrits 
par le Dr Valeriu Neaga ou sur lui, dans de diverses publications du pays et de l'étranger. Visité par plus 
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de 9.000 fois, le blog est déjà une véritable monographie et le début d'une encyclopédie des maximaphiles 
roumains.. 

Au Concours Mondial pour la meilleure CM du monde en 2014, la Roumanie a participé avec la CM 
„Le Moulin à eau de Dabaca” réalisée par l'Association des philatélistes du département de Sibiu. 

„Romfilatelia”, l'institution officielle pour l'édition de timbres-poste a produit l'année dernière, 36 
séries des timbres-poste. Seulement quatre d'entre eux ont été utilisés pour réaliser des CM, totalisant 7 
CM différentes. Certaines associations ont créé 58 CM correspondant aux directives et lignes directrices 
des principes Guidelines et GREV. Un grand nombre de CM ont été faites par les maximaphiles comme 
des pièces uniques ou des séries très limitées. 

En 2014 ont été publiés 8 articles et 26 présentations de CM dans les magazines : le „Courier 
philatélique”, publié à Sibiu, „philatelica.ro”, publié à Bucarest, à destination internationale, avec des 
articles écrits dans des langues étrangères et dans la presse locale de Bacău. Une attention particulière ont 
détenu les articles sur les timbres personnalisés, auteur Mihai Ceucă et la présentation de ce qui a signifié 
la participation au Championnat d'Europe de Maximaphilie, Poitiers 2014.  

Nous signalons la participation de M. Mihai Ceucă à des émissions de la télévison-locale de Bacãu et 
de M. Coriolan Chiriches à la télévison-locale de Botosani, émissions qui ont principalement présenté des 
questions d'intérêt pour la maximaphilie nationale et internationale. 

Déjà les maximaphiles roumains ont commencé une nouvelle année de compétition, qui, nous 
l'espérons, sera un succès pour la maximaphilie roumaine. 

 
 
35. RUSSIA (Valery PETROV) English version.  
-In 2014, there were at least 30 Maximum Cards created by individual maximaphilists, without counting 
the “variantes’ MC. These Maximum Cards used as support Russian commercial postcards and ancient 
postcards, in accordance with the regulations of the F.I.P. In addition, there were 12 Maximum Cards 
created using imprint stamps cut out from Postal Stationeries for a total of 42 Maximum Cards.  
-3 Maximum Cards’Exhibits devoted to St-Petersburg were presented by Galina Tchudessova at no-
competitive Exhibitions for promotion of Maximaphily. Two exhibits of  V.Petrov were showed at 
regional exhibition “A Man in the Sport and the Art” (Moscow): “Impressionism and Postimpressionism 
in France”- Gold medal; “Olympic games Moscow 1980” -  hors concours. 
-In 2014, 3 articles of  Galina Chudessova about Saint-Petersburg in Maximaphily were  published in the 
National Monthly “Philately”. 
-Russia did participate traditionally in the World Competition of the Best Maximum Card created in 2013 
and 2014.  
 
 
RUSSIA (Valery PETROV). Version  française 
- Au moins 30 cartes-maximum des réalisations personnelles, sans compter CM ”variantes”, ont été créées 
en 2014 par des maximaphiles individuels avec des timbres-poste de la Russie sur des cartes du commerce 
et cartes anciennes en conformité avec les règlements de la F.I.P. On peut y ajouter 12 CM faites avec des 
timbres commémoratifs découpés des entiers postaux.  
- La Poste de la Russie n’a pas realizé des cartes-maximum en 2014. 
- 3 collections de CM sur St-Petersburg ont été présentées par  Galina Tchudessova aux expositions non-
compétitives  pour la promotion de Maximaphilie. En outre elle a publié 3 articles sur ce sujet dans un 
périodique philatélique. Valery Petrov a montré  2 collections à  l’exposition philatélique de niveau 
regional “L’Homme dans le Sport et l’Art” (Moscou): “Impressionisme and Postimpressionisme en 
France” (80 pages)- medaille d’or;  Jeux Olympiques de Moscou 1980” (64 p.) -  hors concours. 
 -La Russie a participé traditionnellement au Concours mondial pour les meilleurs CM de 2013-
2014 avec des CM de réalisation personnelle 
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36. SERBIA (Zlatimir MALJICA) 
In 2014, there were 37 Maximum Cards realized both by our Maximaphily Association and by Individual 
Maximaphilists on the following topics: Chinese Lunar Year of the Horse 2 MC; Olympic Winter Games 
Sochi, (Figure skating, Ski jumping) 2MC; Easter Religious paintings 2 MC; Europa National Musical 
Instruments 2 MC; Royal Coat of Arms 2 MC; Serbian Patriarch Pavle 1MC; Joy of Europe 1MC; 
Architectural Heritage 6 MC; European Nature Protection 2 MC; Fauna (Fox, Wolf, Lynx, Wild Cat) 4 
MC; Fables (Eagle, Crow, Dog, Fox, Rooster and Turtle) 6 MC; Scientists (Petar Stevanovi, Josif Pan) 2 
MC; Writers (W. Shakespeare,M. Lermontov, B.  Nusic) 3 MC; Christmas Religious paintings 2 MC. 
 
 
37. SINGAPORE (Richard Tan)  

There were no major activities observed of Maximaphily at our Association level. 
No serious exhibit of such nature were seen to the best of my knowledge at the National Exhibition. There 
were no report of serious activities at the local club but to my best knowledge, there were 3 Maximaphily 
collectors on top of causal collectors, who have not participated at Nationals yet. We hope to encourage 
and gather their participation in this area in the near future. 
Activities at Club Level 
There were various activities at different Clubs level where stamp collecting is concerned. As Singapore 
Post do not issue maxi cards, some private collector were seen using personal designs to enhance their 
collection. At exhibitions and at local events we observed minimum maximaphily interest. 
National Schools Level 
There were collectors and school participation mainly in the area of Thematic and Traditional during last 
year's School Events. 
Individual collectors, mostly casual, do buy and collect maxi cards. Local stamp auctions continue to sell 
such items to collectors as well as to local dealers.  

We are facing the same problems as in any other classes of stamp collecting lacking a new younger 
generation to support this hobby. Philatelic interest in schools very actively promoted and this is a main 
source of attractions to the young collectors. They will be encouraged to participate at Nationals. Many of 
these schools won medals and were very much encouraged by their teaches as part of their ECA.  
Articles and Bulletins were not seen during these period.  

The stamp issuing authority, Singapore Post, did not produce any official Maximum Card in the Year 
2014. To promote and strengthen Maximaphily, the issuing authority's support will be very crucial and I 
will take every opportunity to put this forward to them to reconsider issuing official Maxi Cards. 
 
 
 
38. SLOVAKIA (Júlis M o l n á r) 

During 2014, a book was issued in Slovak Language entitled "Od Malych Karpat po Dunaj v 
Maximafílii" (' From Malé Karpathy to Danube in Maximaphily') by Julius Molnar and William Schmidt. 
Also in 2014 two new Maximum Cards have been created. 
 
 
39.  SLOVENIA  (Bojan Bračič) 

In Slovenia in 2014 we had a Specialised exhibition Maksi Ravne 2014 (March 18th to 28th, 2014) 
with two exhibition classes only: Maximum Cards and Picture Post Cards. Seven exhibitors from Slovenia 
participated in mentioned exhibition with seven (7) Exhibits. Six of them were new Exhibits, which were 
exhibited for the first time. Maximaphily Class was also included in 5th National Exhibition Ljubljana 
2014, but with only one exhibit. 

Unfortunately I can not report about number of maximum cards created in 2014 and about number of 
collectors in maximaphily – connections among maximaphilist in Slovenia is not good in spite of my 
efforts to make them better.  
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During the afore mentioned exhibition Maksi Ravne 2014 I had a presentation on 'How to create good 
Maximum Cards' in mirror of recent changes accepted by FIP Board.  
I also had the same presentation - translated into the Croatian language - and pesented in Čakovec 
(Croatia) during their Exhibition.  

In 2014, we publishe an article about Maximaphily in the Nova filatelija, magazine of the Slovenian 
Philatelic Association. It was about the Competition for the Best MC in Slovenia from 2013.  
I informed you about the results and I already sent you the best MC in Slovenia for 2013.  
 
 
40. SPAIN (Juan Antonio Casas Pajares) English version  

The Spanish Maximaphily Commission continues to seek support for a Maximaphily Class  in regional, 
national and FIP to FESOFI (Spanish Philatelic Federation ). We have spent several years asking 
FESOFI to forward our request to the post office that First Day postmark s take place at the town related 
to the reason the postmark. All our requests have been well received. Many philatelic societies have 
shown us their support. This year after the intervention of our Federation’s  president Miguel Ángel 
García Fernández, the Correos (the Post) has issued some First Day postmark s  related with the city for 
that postmark; so the Spanish philatelists are in luck.  

Earlier this year the Post issued fourteen presentations all postmarked with a date and one without a 
place name, when we learned of these postmarks we informed FESOFI commenting that our Maximaphily 
Regulations do not contemplate the creation of Maximum Cards with a cancellation having only the date 
but missing the city (place name). The rapid mediation of our federation president made Correos present a 
solution within 48 hours. We appreciate this mediation D. Miguel Angel Garcia  and rapid reaction our 
Nat. Philatelic Service. We expect to see its fruits  with in a larger number of realizations of Maximum 
Cards, that will be improving our collections. 

The request to have newly issued stamps available for sale at all major Post Offices has paid off this 
year. This comes after a difficult start earlier in the year, in which the stamps were not for sale, because 
they were issued with a new tariff – that would enter in force half year later – and it had been very 
difficult to get them. . In some issues, such as FELIPE VI, THE KING OF SPAIN, have sent few units 
and even the head of the main local office has tried to order more units the program does not. If you could 
correct this issue better supply of all emissions would be achieved. 

Our federation sent the list of Post Offices where these stamps should be available for sale. This was 
implemented and members of this committee had tracked this development and have been able to get new 
stamp releases. The Post has improved the publication of the potmarks on their website, which is done at 
the beginning of the month preceding issue. We greatly appreciate this because it facilitates finding the 
appropriate image for the support postcards. We kept asking to be below the posting of pictures postmark 
to facilitate our work when drawing maximum cards, do not understand the post with a month late to use, 
could post the same day of use, we again ask the intervention of our federation in this topic. 

 
 
Three members of the committee were invited by Admiral of the Spanish Fleet at the ceremony by 

Post postmarked to Ship Juan Sebastian de Elcano in the Arsenal of the Carrack, Friday December 12th. 
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Following the ceremony we had an interesting conversation with the Deputy Director of Philately D. 
Modesto Forges (left photo in the center) that we transmit various aspects of our collections and we 
express some requests for our work in making maximum cards more fruitful : published on the website of 
Correos as soon as possible, the images of the stamps and postmarks. As we all know what stamp images 
are published monthly in arrears use. 

Many newsletters and magazines philatelic societies and press play maximum cards, as realizations of 
partners or accompanying articles. 

Are still asking members of this committee collections Maximaphily for philatelic exhibitions. These 
collections are often interested visitors for the nice set forming stamps on postcards and their concordant 
postmark.The existing Regulations Maximaphily can be downloaded on the page of our 
http://wordpress.fesofi.es/  federation and of ASEMA www.asemamaximofilia.com. This website is still 
visited by maximofilistas you can see all maximum cards made by that association. They digitally 
captured all issues published in its Maximaphily Notes Journal. They can be downloaded in pdf the latest 
issue of the magazine and get news of their activities. For wider dissemination has introduced a translator. 

The Spanish Association has published this year Maximaphily Nos 47 and 48 of Notes Maximaphily 
magazine, which remains in high demand. ASEMA makes a wide distribution among philatelic societies 
and national managers and national delegates Maximaphily. Publication and distribution absorb most of 
their income. The publication appears in full color. 

 
Realizations of ASEMA 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
This year ASEMA made 40 Maximum  Cards. As I mentioned earlier the Philatelic Postal Service stamp 
issued 14 undated presentation and one without resort, if we add these 15 stamp had made 47 maximum 
cards. This commission conjunction with our national federation have reached an agreement to correct 
stamp presentation are drawn up. We have to thank the collaboration of Post Philatelic Service to our 
requests. I made 66 maximum cards. Several members of this committee belong to groups that are 
dedicated to the realization of maximum cards, both stamps issued by Australia Post and its requests for 
personalized stamps, which are still well received by Spanish philatelic. I understand that a high number 
of maximum cards were realized but it is impossible to know how many exaclty. 

http://wordpress.fesofi.es/
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To promote realization of maximum cards among its partners ASEMA has made the "IV Contest of 

the Best Maximum Cards made by partners ASEMA in 2013". In this edition has increased participation 
and quality of achievements. The 3rd Prize was awarded to "D. Adolfo Suarez "realization of socio No. 
503 Broseta D. Santiago Díaz. The 2nd "Puente del Pilar", maximum card No. 512 partner Juan Pablo 
Alvarez Diaz. Award The 1st Prize "Puerta de Toledo", by socio No. 363 D. José Cruz Segura. The jury 
noted that all winning maximum cards have "a nice set of matching triple seal illustration, postcard and 
postmark". Has been called the fifth edition for next year. 

 The commission participates in the "11th World Contest top three maximum cards Made in 
2013", organized by the FIP Commission Maximaphily to promote the realization of maximum cards 
among collectors. This time we have presented the realization of ASEMA "Dragon Bridge" which has a  
nice set of matching triple image.  
 

Maximaphily collections have been present at these exhibitions: 
EXFILÁNDALUS 2014 in Cordoba; Expomax 2014 in Chiclana (Cádiz); EXPO. MEDICAL COLLEGE 
VALENCIA in Valencia; Philatelic Exhibition XXIII, Coin and Collectibles 2014 Montilla, Montilla 
(Córdoba); Exfil 125-Chile in Santiago de Chile (Chile); EXP XXXVIII. Philatelic EUCHARISTIA in 

Aranda de Duero (Burgos); Cycle XXIV Cultural Exhibition 
dedicated to "II Centenary Church Mayor San Juan Bautista" 
in Chiclana de la Frontera (Cadiz); EXP. PLATERO 
HUNDRED YEARS IN THE FILATELIA, Moguer 
(Huelva). Of all these exhibitions I have to emphasize 
EXPOMAX'2014 Exhibition Intersocial Maximaphily 
ASEMA 29th Anniversary. ASEMA organized in 
collaboration with the Philatelic Association Chiclanera 
"ODA". They included 27 collections Maximaphily two of 
them juveniles. This exhibition although it was not 
competitive, had a jury of experts who drafted tips to 

improve collections. This experience was very positive and welcomed by exhibitors were able to exchange 
views with members of the jury during the exhibition. 
 
This commission together with ASEMA performed 5 seminars Maximaphily three named "Talk 
Maximaphily" in order to properly interpret the Maximaphily Regulations. Juan Antonio Casas Pajares 
takes questions on the main points of the existing Regulations and presents examples, attendees could 
participate in the seminar. This seminar was presented in: 
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1 March EXFILNA 2014 in 
Torremolinos (Málaga) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  27 June EXPOMAX 2014 in          
Chiclana de la Frontera (Cádiz)  
 

 
 
 

The next seminar is entitled "Achievements of maximum cards of Juan Antonio Casas Pajares  with 
postcards of Hauser and Menet Madrid editors " based on a collection presented at the exhibition in 
Chiclana de la Frontera and 15 took place Saturday November, the day of closing. The seminar discussed 
the Hauser and Menet gentlemen were the first and most important publishers of postcards in our country. 
The attendees took questions on the maximum cards, ending seminar showing how to present a collection 
of maximum cards. 

We ended the cycle of seminars with entitled "Paris through the maximum cards" a tour of the "City 
of Light" and the existing Regulations Maximaphily changes from the previous regulations were 
discussed. On Nov. 24 was presented at the Ateneo of Cádiz, within the program of philatelic gatherings. 

 We are glad you in many newsletters and magazines maximum cards philatelic societies reproduce 
articles and as realizations of companies. 

New technologies have facilitated the spread of different maximum cards in social networks, it's 
attention that not everything that is played can be considered as the highest card. Through my facebook 
and the ASEMA many colleagues they have asked us about different points of regulation. We have taken 
the decision that the answer is accompanied by the corresponding point of debating Regulation to avoid 
misinterpretation on our collecting. 

Our activities have been reflected in national philatelic press, on the website of FESOFI and shared 
through facebook ASEMA with other philatelic societies and groups. 

They are requesting members of this committee Maximaphily collections for philatelic exhibitions. 
These collections are often interested visitors for the nice set that form the seals on postcards and their 
concordant postmark. 

Many newsletters and magazines philatelic societies and press display maximum cards, as 
realizations of its members or accompanying articles. 

Members of this commission have published interesting articles spreading various aspects and 
regulations Maximaphily, in magazines and newsletters from various philatelic societies. They have also 
collaborated on many requests, through social networks, many colleagues and some philatelic societies 
have asked us tips for correct maximum cards. All members of this committee collaborate with any person 
or philatelic society that request our help. 
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Various collectors have consulted me 
concerning different postmark Post has 
granted various ships of the Spanish navy. 
These stamp for correspondence of ships 
have no town, named after the ship. My 
response is limited to the regulations in 
force when it is said that the stamp must be 
dated and name of the town post office, so 
this philatelic piece can not be considered a 
high card. In my answer I request that the FIP 
Commission Maximaphily consider this case 
as exceptional and can be included in a future 
these Regulations postmark Maximaphily. As 
president of the Spanish Commission  I beg 
you this case study and a determination to 

inform collectors. 
 
 
 
41.  SWITZERLAND (Willy MONNET) French version. 

De même que les années précédentes l'essentiel de l'activité de l'Association a résidé dans la recherche 
de cartes illustrées, ainsi que des documents préexistants par rapport aux thèmes philatéliques proposés 
par la Poste suisse. Cela a permis la création de 32 cartes-maximum dont plusieurs abordent des questions 
d'actualité comme les énergies renouvelables, la protection de la nature, les forces aériennes suisses ou 
l'intégration des handicapés.  

Une majorité des cartes-maximum réalisées faisant plus particulièrement référence à la région Suisse 
alémanique, nous avons à nouveau intensément sollicité la collaboration de notre correspondant et 
membre de langue allemande, M. Ulrich Aebi, pour la recherche des cartes illustrées ou à défaut, de 
documents préexistants susceptibles d'être imprimés en format carte postale.  

En ce qui concerne l'information nous avons fait parvenir le 27ème Bulletin annuel retraçant l'activité 
de l'Association en 2013, à une cinquantaine de clubs philatéliques. En outre, en collaboration avec un 
autre membre de l'Association, M. Guillaume Boucher, nous continuons de publier chaque trimestre un 
article traitant de la maximaphilie et des activités de l 'AMS dans le Bulletin "Rhône Philatélie" de 
l'Entente philatélique Valais - Haut-Léman. Enfin, à la demande d'un club philatélique local, nous 
apportons notre participation à l'information donnée à la Section "Juniors", par de petits articles consacrés 
à la maximaphilie et publiés dans le bulletin du dit club.  

Au cours de l'année 2014 l'AMS a été représentée dans les manifestations compétitives ou non, en 
Suisse et en France :  
DOUVAINE (France), Bourse-Exposition, Club philatélique de Douvaine, 23 février 2014  
MONNET Willy, "Le langage des plantes".  
LYON (France), 8ème congrès régional Rhône-Alpes 2014, niveau 2, 5 - 6 avril 2014  
MONNET Willy, "Le langage des plantes", Grand Argent.  
POITIERS (France), MaxiFrance et Challange européen, niveau 3, 1- 4 mai 2014  
MONNET Willy, " Le langage des plantes", Grand Argent.  
SEIGNELEGIER (JU),FMPHILA 14, Journée du Timbre, degré III, 28 - 30 novembre 2014  
MONNET Willy, "Architecture religieuse en Europe du Xème au XXème siècle",  
MEYRIN, (GE) Bourse -Exposition, Club philatélique de Meyrin, 13 décembre 2014  
MONNET Willy, "Architecture religieuse en Europe du Xème au XXème siècle".  
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SWITZERLAND English version 
As well as in previous years most of the Association's activity resided in looking for postcards, as well 

as pre-existing documents compatable with the philatelic themes proposed by the Swiss Post. This allowed 
the creation of 32 Maximum Cards  including several dealing with topics such as renewable energy, 
protection of nature, the Swiss air force or the integration of persons with disabilities.  
The majority of the stamp had a more particular reference to German-speaking Switzerland region, thus 
we have intensely sought new collaboration with our correspondent and member of German language, Mr. 
Ulrich Aebi, for searching of the postcards or in the absence of pre-existing documents to be printed in 
postcard format in order to create correct Maximum Cards.  

With regard to information we sent the 27th Annual Bulletin chronicling the activities of the 
Association in 2013, to about 50 of the Philatelic Clubs. In addition, in collaboration with another Member 
of the Association, Mr. Guillaume Boucher, we continued to publish quarterly an article dealing with 
Maximaphily and the activities of ' AMS in Bulletin "Rhône Philately" of the agreement philatelic Valais - 
top-Leman. Finally, at the request of a local philatelic club, we bring our participation to the information 
given in the Section "Juniors", by small items devoted to the maximaphilie and published in the bulletin of 
said club.  
Through the year 2014 the AMS was represented in competitive or not Exhibitions in Switzerland and 
France:  
DOUVAINE (France), stock exchange-exhibition, Philatelic Club of Douvaine, February 23, 2014  
MONNET Willy, "The language of plants".  
LYON (France), 8th regional Congress Rhône-Alpes 2014, level 2, 5 – 6 April 2014  
MONNET Willy, "The language of plants", Large Silver.  
POITIERS (France), MaxiFrance and European Challange, level 3, 1-4 may 2014  
MONNET Willy, "The language of plants", Large Silver. 
SEIGNELEGIER (JU), FMPHILA 14, day of the stamp, level III, 28-30 November 2014  
MONNET Willy, "Religious Architecture in Europe from the 10th to the 20th century",  
MEYRIN (GE) stock exchange - exhibition, Philatelic Club of Meyrin, December 13, 2014  
MONNET Willy, "Religious Architecture in Europe from the 10th to the 20th century".  
 
 
42.  TURKEY (Muzaffer ARDA) 

In 2014, we organised a National Exhibition (Gaziantep 2014). In this exhibition, there were also 
Maximaphily participations. During the Gaziantep 2014, PTT issued several post cards about this city and 
Maximaphily exhibitors realized Maximum Cards by using this post cards with 2013 Europa CEPT 
stamps.  

As a member of the Turkish Philately Federation, we gave a small briefing for Post Office Directors 
about Maximum Cards and we wanted them to issue Maximum Card for 2 different thematic stamps for 
every year. 

During 2014, Turkish exhibitors had tried to produce private Maximum Cards. Because PTT didn’t 
issued any Maximum Cards. For exmaple : Bicycle race, palaces of Turkey 

In January 2014, we organised an exhibition together with Turkish Cyprus Philatelists in Lefkosha. 
During the exhibition a Maximaphily Seminar was took place with a presentation by Mr Nikos Rangos. 
 
 
43. UNITED STATES  (Terry WATSON)  

 In 2014 MACSU the North American Maximum Card Study Unity (MACSU) published one issue of 
its journal, the North American Maximaphily Journal. During 2014, MACSU continued to make 
improvements on its website, adding access to the MACSU journal. This website can be accessed at 
www.macsu.org . The site offers members the opportunity to share scans of their favorite maximum cards, 
download copies of recent MACSU Journals, and provides links to a variety of other maximum card 
websites.  
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All maximum cards realized in the United States are collector-made as MACSU does not produce 
maximum cards, nor has the United States Postal Service produced cards in decades. Most maximaphilists 
in the United States realize only a small number of USA cards for their personal collection and maybe a 
few duplicates for trade or selling on the internet. A little over 80 different USA 2014 stamps were used in 
the realization of maximum cards in 2014. Most of these maximum cards were made in very limited 
numbers. A few collectors also are active in realizing non-USA cards.  
 
 
44. VENEZUELA (Ignacio Martinello) 

Due to our persistently very difficult social and economic situation, we had little activity in Philately, 
as well as in Maximaphily; just as much as we could do at our philatelic Association (general activity). 
During the year 2014, in our country there was only one philatelic issue; and, regrettably, we could not 
prepare any MC.  

With regard to Fakes and Forgeries in Maximaphily in our country, I can't provide any interesting 
information, as our activity in this field was started and taken in due attention only a few years ago. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Closing remarks: 
- We extend our cordial thanks to all our National Delegates for their support and to all the Bureau 
Members, and ex President,  for their support and advice in all matters.  
- We are looking forward to continue receiving the support, cooperation and friendly approach from the 
FIP President Tay Peng Hian, from the FIP  Vice-Presidents & Directors and in particular from the 
Director responsible for Maximaphily Bernard Beston, for the benefit of the continuous progress our 
Maximaphily Class and of Philately in general. 
Respectfully yours    
  
George Constantourakis 
Chairman 
FIP Maximaphily Commission                                                
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